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Chapterr  3 

Thee ontology 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thiss chapter presents an (AI-like) ontology of the knowledge used in the identification 
off  causal relations in a case description. We are going to take the final step of our 
analyticall  trip through causation: the "reassembling" step, as we called it at the end of 
sectionn 2.4. 
Onee of the most prominent characteristics of our ontology is that it does not limit itself 
too representing purely ontological notions. As shown in figure 3.1 \ the top class of 
ourr ontology is not the notion of entity (something that exists), as usual in ontology. 
Wee start from a more complex notion: the notion of noesis, which indicates the psy-
chologicall  counterpart of perception, learning and reasoning. In other words, we take 
aa cognitive stance on ontology and we define ontology as relative to human experience 
andd reasoning. As further explained throughout this chapter, in the proposed ontology 
thee entities form only one branch, the ontological branch2, of noesis and they are al-
wayss experienced by means (or in terms) of the phenomenological branch of noesis, 
i.e.. the dimensions. In their turn dimensions are defined in terms of the epistemological 

'Forr a slightly more readable version of this picture see Appendix C. As explained later in this section, 
Ontoviz,, the graphic tool of Protégé-2000, automatically genererated the figures of this chapter. It did not 
alwayss find, though, the most readablee graphical representation. 

2Itt should be noted that an AI-lik e ontology strictly speaking is a description of concepts of what exists 
ratherr than a description of the existent itself, as in the case of Philosophy (for instance, AI-lik e ontology 
describess the concept of an entity (e.g. the concept of an event) as opposed to the entity itself (i.e. an event)). 
Inn other words, AI-lik e ontologies are already characterized by a strong cognitive bias, which we are going 
too make even more explicit 
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Figuree 3.1: General picture 

branchh of noesis, i.e. the categories. 
Despitee the fact that only one of the branches is properly ontological, we still call the 
overalll  result of our definition an ontology (like in the title of the present chapter). In 
thiss way we stick to the AI tradition, without (hopefully) creating too much confusion. 
Throughoutt this chapter, we usually refer to the (AI-like) ontology shown in figure 3.1 
ass to "our ontology" or "the ontology" and this is usually sufficient to clarify that we 
aree not simply referring to the ontological branch (i.e. the entity) of our ontology, but 
too the whole thing (i.e. noesis and its all subclasses). 
Inn the rest of this chapter we proceed as follows: 

1.. In section 3.2 the top part of our ontology is presented, which consists, on the 
onee hand, of the notions of noesis, category and entity and, on the other hand, of 
thee notion of dimension, which relates categories. 

2.. In section 3.3 the notion of category is introduced, and two main types of cat-
egoriess are distinguished: the categories of existence (space, matter, energy, 
change,, life, will ) and the categories of experience (quantity, quality, time). It 
iss in this context that we encounter the first relevant causal notion, briefly intro-
ducedd in chapter 2: the notion of causality. 
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3.. In Section 3.4 the notion of dimension is introduced. A dimension is a measur-
ablee or, at least concrete, aspect of (our experience of) an entity and it conceptu-
allyy combines two categories. 

4.. In Section 3.5 the ontological aspects of noesis are introduced. There exist three 
mainn types of entities: physical entity (subdivided in object, organism and pro-
cess),, mental entity (subdivided in thought and mental process) and occurrences 
(subdividedd in situation, event and causation, which is treated in section 3.6). 

5.. In Section 3.6 a definition is provided of the most salient cases of causation: 
physicall  and agent causation. Furthermore, an example is presented of the ex-
pectedd result of using the proposed ontology. 

6.. In section 3.7 some conclusions drawn. 

Ourr main concern here is to provide a structured vocabulary for defining causal rela-
tionss of various types. The reader is presented with thirty-seven definitions, but only 
thee last three actually define causal relations. The first thirty-four prepare the ground 
forr the last three. 
Beforee getting started with the exposition, we want to provide an illustration of the 
knowledgee model of Protégé-2000, i.e. the knowledge representation language used 
forr specifying the ontology. Furthermore, in section 3.1.2 we explain how the ontology 
presentedd in this chapter is related to the relevant AI literature on upper ontology. 

3.1.11 Protégé-2000's knowledge model 

Thee ontology is represented in Protégé-2000. As shown in figure 3.2 and figure 3.3, 
thee knowledge model used by Protégé-2000 is based on, among others, the following 
notions: : 

Classs A set of (prototypical) individuals (so called instances3). A class has a name, 
3Forr a thorough analysis of what is meant by instance in most Knowledge Representation systems see 

[Weltyy and Fermcci, 1994], which founds the notion of instance on the following Principle of Instance Re-
striction:: "If language construct C is used to denote individuals of a set in some universe of discourse U, 
thenn C cannot be used to denote a set of individuals of U.". In other words instances may indicate one of two 
things: : 

1.. either an individual in the real world, which in the KR system is denoted by a language construct 
(mostt of the time a symbol) C; 

2.. or a prototypical individual, which is also denoted by a language construct C, and which stands for a 
numberr (greater than one) of equivalent individuals in the real world 
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thatt uniquely identifies it and, possibly, a set of slots that intensionally describe 
it. . 

Subclasss relation (is-a) The built-in relation connecting classes with one another. Ex-
tensionallyy speaking the subclass relation may be interpreted as the usual set-
subsett relation. Intensionally speaking it is usually labeled as the (in AI) classical 
is-aa relation. 

Instance-off  relation (i-o) The relation between a class and the (prototypical) individ-
ualss that constitute its extension. Such individuals are usually referred to as the 
instancess of the class. 

Systemm class A class that has classes as its instances. The creation of system classes 
iss usually used in order to expand Protégé-2000's knowledge model. 

Slott  A (user defined) n-ary relation between a class and other classes. Slots may be 
usedd for various purposes, ranging from the description of the attributes of the 
consideredd class to the relation between the considered class and other classes or 
theirr instances. 

Facett  A (user defined) n-ary relation between a slot and other classes and/or slots. A 
facett is usually used as a slot of a slot. 

Constraintt  An assertion, possibly of a logical nature, that restricts the domain and 
thee range of (slots defined over) classes. Constraints are usually used to enhance 
classificationn and, according to Sowa [Sowa, 2000], they may also play the role 
off  implicit definitions. 

Relationn A class relating instances of one or more (standard) classes. 

Queryy A class of non instantiated relations, which may be used to search (i.e. look for 
instancess within) a knowledge base built on top of an ontology. 

Annotationn A piece of text used for documentation purposes. 

Abstractt  vs Concrete A (standard) class may play one of two roles in an ontology 
specifiedd in Protégé-2000: either abstract or concrete. Abstract classes cannot 
havee instances: they, therefore, play a relational role in reasoning, in the sense 
thatt their presence in an ontology makes explicit conceptual elements that are 
relevantt to reasoning but that have no direct impact on the classification of indi-
viduals.. Concrete classes can have instances. 
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Al ll  other classes shown in figure 3.2, but not explained above, are specializations of the 
explainedd ones. They are not particularly interesting for our purposes as they mostly 
aree standard versions of their superclasses. Such standards, though, may be modified 
byy the user. For instance, as explained, a slot is a relation between classes. According 
too the standard Protégé-2000-like definition of a slot, a slot is defined by fifteen facets4. 
Nothing,, though, impedes the user to modify the standard definition either by remov-
ingg or adding facets. Throughout the presentation of the ontology given in this chapter 

SYSTEM-CLASS S 

:STANDARD-SLOTT :INSTANCE-ANNOTATION :STANDARD-FACET :STANDARD-CLASS :PAL -CONSTRAINT PAL-QUERY 

QUERYABLE-CLASS S 

Figuree 3.2: Protégé-2000's knowledge model 

wee will mainly make use of classes, abstract or concrete, and slots. Furthermore, we 
graphicallyy present classes, slots and instances by means of figures automatically gen-
eratedd by Ontoviz, the graphic tool of Protégé-2000. These figures show the various 
partss of the ontology as in figure 3.3. Three things must be noted: 

1.. The figures generated by Ontoviz do not represent the difference between ab-
stractt and concrete classes; we, therefore, indicate it in the text. 

2.. The figures are sometimes visually confusing. For instance, for mysterious rea-
sons,, in figure 3.3 Ontoviz has put Slot 1 after Slot 2. For this reason we have 
triedd to keep complexity as low as possible. When this was not possible, though, 
wee have to ask for some patience from the reader and for his or her willingness 
too be conducted to a correct reading of the figure. 

3.. The name of a class is written at the top of the rectangle which represents it (e.g., 
inn figure 3.3 Class and Subclass are class' names); the name of a slot describing 

"Thee facets of a standard slot are: :NAME, :DIRECT-TYPE, :SLOT-DEFAULTS, :SLOT-
VALUES,, :SLOT-CONSTRAINTS, :SLOT-VALUE-TYPE, :SLOT-MAXIMUM-CARDINALrTY , :SLOT-
MINIMUM-CARDINALITY ,, DOCUMENTATION, :SLOT-NUMERIC-MAXIMUM, :SLOT-NUMERIC-
MINIMUM ,, :SLOT-INVERSE, :DIRECT-SUBSLOTS, :DIRECT-SUPERSLOTS, :ASSOCIATED-FACET 
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Figuree 3.3: Example of a figure generated by Ontoviz 

aa class is written under the class (e.g., Slotl and Slot2 are slot's names); the type 
off  value of a slot is written one the right side of the slot's name (e.g., String or 
Instancee are types of values); finally, for slots with value type instance, the name 
off  the domain class is written on the right side of the type of value (i.e., there 
existss a class called Value, which is the domain of Slotl). 

Lastt but not least, a text version of the ontology (automatically written in CLIPS by 
Protégé-2000)) can be found in Appendix B. 

3.1.22 Some upper ontologies developed in AI 

Ass anticipated in section 2.5.2, where ontologies were introduced in the context of 
symbolicc approaches to AI , we provide here a description of relevant results obtained 
inn research on upper ontology. This overview has two main purposes: 

Propaedeuticc purpose On the one hand, we simply intend to provide the reader with 
aa general description of the playground in which he will find himself while read-
ingg the rest of this chapter. In other words, by reference to the work of other 
researchers,, we describe some of the main problems faced by the upper ontology 
researchh community considered as a whole. 

Comparativee purpose On the other hand, we intend to give the reader indications for 
evaluatingg our proposal in more detail. By showing the relations (i.e. similarities 
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andd differences) between our proposal and other ones, we provide means of crit-
icall  evaluation of particular as well as general aspects of the contents of sections 
3.22 trough 3.6. 

Inn the rest of this section we proceed as follows. We first provide an intuitive descrip-
tionn of what in AI circles is meant by upper (or top) ontology. We then proceed to the il-
lustrationn of four major proposals in upper ontology: CYC [Lenat et al., 1990], Sowa's 
workk [Sowa, 2000], SUO [Niles and Pease, 2001] and DOLCE [Gangemi et al., 2002]. 
Forr each of these proposals we highlight the following points: 

1.. The proposal's explicit or implicit interpretation of upper ontology. 

2.. The proposal's main structure (i.e. its top level). 

Furthermore,, we provide some indications regarding which general aspects of three of 
thee four illustrated proposals (i.e. Sowa's work, SUO, DOLCE) are retained in our 
approach.. Moreover, throughout the central sections of this chapter (3.2 through 3.6) 
wee compare some of our own ontological choices with specific details or aspects of 
eitherr of the three upper ontologies indicated above. Finally in section 3.7, we pro-
videe a global assessment of similarities and differences between the considered upper 
ontologiess and our proposal. 

Upperr  ontology 

Ass explained in chapter 1 and in section 2.5.2, an AI-lik e ontology is similar to a dic-
tionaryy or a glossary, but with greater detail and structure that enables computers to 
processs its content. An ontology is mostly used as a description of the ingredients of 
ann operational knowledge base and it consists of a set of concepts, relationships and, 
possibly,possibly, axioms that describe a domain of interest. In section 2.5.2, the intuitive ex-
amplee was given of a knowledge base for car diagnosis, which must have a description 
off  the parts of cars and of their (functional) relationships. Such ontology enhances the 
knowledgee base (or, more generally, any information system) in two ways: 

1.. Maintenance: different users and developers of the same knowledge base may 
referr to the underlying ontology, on the one hand, for a proper use of the soft-
waree (i.e. providing terminologically proper input to the software and properly 
interpretingg the software's output) and, on the other hand, for a proper exten-
sionn of the software's inference services (i.e. terminologically proper definition 
off  new functionalities). In the example of a knowledge base for car diagnosis, 
thee ontology would help the user to understand what, from the knowledge base 
perspective,, qualifies, for instance, as a tire and what kind of damages in the tire 
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qualifyy it as being a flat tire. This information would then lead the knowledge 
basee to infer the implications of a flat tire for the overall functioning of a car (or 
thee other way around). Furthermore, for a correct extension of the software's 
inferencee services, the knowledge engineer should also refer to the underlying 
ontology.. For instance, in order for the software to be able to diagnose prob-
lemss in a DAF with Variomatic, it should be provided with an extension of its 
underlyingg ontology describing the Variomatic transmission system. 

2.2. Interoperability: the software may more easily exchange data with other soft-
waree that contains and/or processes information of another (similar or different) 
nature.. In the example of a knowledge base for car diagnosis, the ontology would 
helpp the knowledge engineer to map the contents of the car diagnosis knowledge 
basee (say, the concept of steering wheel) onto the contents of another knowledge 
base,, one specialized, say, in Physics. For this second knowledge base, the steer-
ingg wheel is simply a lever, which is subject to the laws of dynamics. The car 
diagnosiss knowledge base would greatly profit from being able to make infer-
encee about the steering wheel simply considered as a lever. It would enhance 
itss diagnostic power (more correctness) and possibly speed up its performance 
(moree efficiency). 

Now,, any attempts at achieving interoperability invariably puts the question of compar-
ingg the levels of abstraction of the ontologies which underlie the interoperative knowl-
edgee bases. A knowledge base may be specialized, as in the example above, in car 
diagnosis.. But it could as well be specialized in vehicle diagnosis (thereby including 
carss but also, say, tractors); or it may be specialized in means of transportation diag-
nosiss (thereby including vehicles but also, say, human powered stretchers or animals). 
Finally,, a knowledge base may be specialized in kinetics and dynamics, i.e. in the most 
abstractt description of the physical laws governing movements of bodies and forces 
appliedd to bodies (thereby including cars, vehicles and means of transportation). 
Thee research community that within AI deals with the problem of comparing the level 
off  abstraction of ontologies, has "bumped" into the classical philosophical question 
whetherr an absolutely abstract level of abstraction may be defined. If a standard set of 
conceptss could be defined, which subsumes any other sets of concepts used in special-
isticc fields, interoperability would become a much more structured field of practice and 
research.. To this day such standard has not yet been completely spelled out. A lot of 
discussionn has been going on, though, within the upper ontology community and this 
hass resulted in some degree of agreement concerning two methodological points: 

1.. An upper ontology is limited to concepts that are meta, generic, abstract and 
philosophical,, and therefore are general enough to address (at a high level) a 
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broadd range of domain areas. 

2.. An upper ontology should contain definitions of (common sense) general terms 
suchh as object, process, agent, space, time, change, quality, quantity and many 
others5. . 

Inn the following we take a closer look at four upper ontologies that are relevant to the 
fieldd as whole and to our own proposal. 

CYC C 

Thee first approach to upper ontology we consider here is CYC (from the stressed sylla-
blee of the word 'encyclopedia') as presented in [Lenat et al., 1990] and [Sowa, 2000]. 
Wee briefly discuss CYC's interpretation of upper ontology and present CYC's top level. 

CYC'ss interpretation of upper  ontology CYC - as Saddam Hussein would say - "is 
thee mother of all upper ontologies", without, though, being born to be an upper 
ontology.ontology. As a matter of fact, CYC was initially conceived (around 1986, before 
ontologicall  engineering became fashionable) as a huge knowledge base where, 
inn approximately ten years time from the beginning of the project, all human 
knowledgee would be stored. This knowledge base could then be used as a com-
ponentt of any other knowledge base needing some electronically stored common 
sense.. Throughout the years a kind of upper ontology emerged from CYC and 
sincee 1993 it has received this label. In other words, CYC has a bottom-up 
approach,, based on the conviction that the general overall structure underlying 
humann knowledge should emerge from the storage of particular examples (or 
domainn theories) in one single representation language (called CycL). 
CYC'ss promise (i.e. automatically making sense of common sense in ten years 
time)) has soon proven too optimistic. The rather messy structure generated by 
CYCC as its top level has proven that a purely bottom-up approach is not use-
ful,, because it does not provide the knowledge engineer with sufficient means of 
principledd interpretation of the resulting structure. This has been widely recog-
nizedd by researchers in the field. The reader can have an idea of how confusing 
CYCC can be, by looking at the odd, colloquial and long terms that are used to 
namee the concepts, already at the highest nodes of CYC's top level (e.g. Intangi-
bleObject,, SomethingOccurring, InternalMachineThing and, a littl e more down 
inn the hierarchy, CompositeTangibleandlntangibleObject). 
Onn the other hand, CYC has the (also widely recognized) merit of having shown 
too the scientific community that the megalomanie idea of electronically storing 

55 Possibly very (very) many others... 
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humann knowledge is necessary to AI and possible too (provided that one accepts 
too proceed in a carefully documented and principled way). 

CYC'ss top level CYC's top node is Thing, which subsumes: 

1.. Individua l Object, which subsumes: 

(a)) Event (which subsumes: SomethingOccurring, Process (which sub-
sumes:: SomethingOccurring)). 

(b)) Stuff (which subsumes: Process, IntangibleStuff). 

2.. Intangible, which subsumes: 

(a)) IntangibleObject (which subsumes: IntangibleStuff, InternalMa -
chineThing,, Relationship). 

(b)) Collection. 

3.. RepresentedThing, which subsumes: 

(a)) Collection. 
(b)) Relationship. 

Sowa'ss work 

Wee consider here Sowa's work as presented in [Sowa, 2000]. We briefly discuss Sowa's 
interpretationn of upper ontology and present Sowa's top level. 

Sowa'ss interpretation of upper  ontology Sowa's approach is top-down. The author 
firstt defines an abstract structure according to some explicit general principles 
andd postpones the testing of the structure to a later stage of research. Sowa 
startedd presenting the general principles of his proposal around 1995 but the 
proposall  was fully spelled out only later, in [Sowa, 2000]. Sowa's approach is 
derivedd from ongoing research in Philosophy, Linguistics and AI. His principal 
aimaim in defining an upper ontology is to provide a framework for organizing the 
moree specialized types used in a knowledge base or in a natural language proces-
sor.. Sowa's founds his upper ontology on semiotic principles, i.e. on the study 
off  signs that tries to formulate general laws that govern the nature and the use of 
signss by any scientific intelligence. Knowledge is, therefore, considered as the 
collectionn of the types resulting by the combination of signs, rather than by the 
"directt interaction" between what exists and intelligence. This principle leads 
Sowaa to completely abandon the notion of Entity and to start his ontology with a 
nodee called the universal type. From the universal type seven main types of signs 
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emergee grouped as follows: independent, relative, mediating (mutually exclud-
ingg each other); abstract, physical (mutually excluding each other); continuant 
andd occurrent (mutually excluding each other). By combination of these types, a 
latticee of more specific signs emerges. Part of this lattice forms Sowa's famous 
topp level. 

Sowa'ss top level Sowa's top node is T, which stands for the universal type and sub-
sumes: : 

1.. Independent, which subsumes: 

(a)) Actuality (which subsumes: Process, Object). 
(b)) Form (which subsumes: Schema, Script). 

2.. Relative, which subsumes: 

(a)) Prehension (which subsumes: Juncture, Participation). 
(b)) Proposition (which subsumes: Description, History). 

3.. Mediating, which subsumes: 

(a)) Nexus (which subsumes: Situation, Execution). 
(b)) Intention (which subsumes: Reason, Purpose). 

4.. Physical, which subsumes: 

(a)) Actuality (which, again, subsumes: Process, Object). 
(b)) Prehension (which, again, subsumes: Juncture, Participation). 

5.. Abstract, which subsumes: 

(a)) Form (which, again, subsumes: Schema, Script). 
(b)) Intention (which, again, subsumes: Reason, Purpose). 

6.. Continuant, which directly subsumes: 

(a)) Object. 
(b)) Schema. 
(c)) Juncture. 
(d)) Description. 
(e)) Situation. 
(f)) Reason. 

7.. Occurrent, which directly subsumes: 
(a)) Process. 
(b)) Script. 
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(c)) Participation. 
(d)) History. 
(e)) Execution. 
(f)) Purpose. 

Finally,, all the nodes subsumed by nodes 5 and 6 subsume the opposite of T, which 
standss for the absurd type. 

suo o 
Wee consider here SUO (Standard Upper Ontology) [Niles and Pease, 2001]. We briefly 
discusss SUO's interpretation of upper ontology and present SUO's top level, which is 
calledd SUMO (Suggested Upper Merged Ontology). 

SUO'ss interpretation of upper  ontology The Standard Upper Ontology study group6 

hass come into existence around the year 2000, under the auspices of the well 
knownn Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which is a non-
profit,, technical professional association dedicated to various scientific activities, 
amongg which the definition of standards. Many different partners (academic as 
welll  as commercial) contribute to the definition of the standard and to the on-
goingg discussion around its definition. Also for this reason, SUO's approach to 
upperupper ontology is mainly one of integration. The main aim is to create a stan-
dardd that can be used for the exchange of electronically stored information, with 
aa focus on scientific and technical information. SUO's methodology rests on two 
mainn assumptions: 

1.. A standard upper ontology must be defined by aligning existing upper on-
tologiess within one formalism (e.g. KIF, the Knowledge Interchange For-
mat).. In the context of SUO, a lot of effort has been dedicated to merging 
upperr ontologies previously defined by a variety of research groups (among 
whichh Sowa's ontology). This, though, has not helped the formation of 
consensus. . 

2.. The terms adopted in the merged ontology should not be too theoretical. 
Thereforee any theoretical term appearing in the original ontologies should 
bee substituted by an easier one or simply be eliminated. 

Thee result of this way of proceeding is a very large corpus of classes syntactically 
connectedd to one another but semantically defined according to very different 

'http://suo.ieee.org g 

http://'http://suo.ieee.org
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approaches.. On the one hand, this makes SUO interesting, because it makes 
explicitt the overlap between results coming from different sources. On the other 
hand,, the lack of a semantically principled merge makes SUO redundant and 
conceptuallyy brittle. For this reason, within SUO a second and parallel effort 
hass been directed at defining a foundational ontology, called IFF, which should 
providee the means to normalize the use of meta- or epistemological notions (such 
set,, category, class, etc.) which might be helpful in further reinforcing SUMO. 

SUO'ss top level (SUMO) SUMO's top node is Entity , which subsumes: 

1.. Physical, which subsumes: 

(a)) Object (which subsumes: SelfConnectedObject, ContinuousObject, 
CorpuscolarObject). . 

(b)) Collection. 

(c)) Process. 

2.. Abstract, which subsumes: 

(a)) SetClass (which subsumes: Relation). 

(b)) Proposition. 
(c)) Quantity (which subsumes: Number, PhysicalQuantity). 
(d)) Attribute . 

DOLCE E 

Wee consider here DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology of Linguistic and Cognitive Engineer-
ing)) as presented in [Gangemi et al., 2002]. We briefly discuss DOLCE's interpretation 
off  upper ontology and present DOLCE's top level. 

DOLCE' ss interpretation of upper  ontology DOLCE is the first module of a library 
off  foundational ontologies (being developed within the WonderWeb project7). 
Thee main purpose of foundational ontologies is to provide means for negotiating 
meaning88 or for establishing consensus in a mixed society where artificial agents 
cooperatee with humans. Two main assumptions form the basis of DOLCE's 
interpretationn of upper ontology: 

7http://wonderweb.semanticweb.org g 
8Thee negotiation of meaning, between agents that incorporate different ontologies, is a recently proposed 

methodologyy [Castelfranchi, 2001] for overcoming the many ontological differences between agents. Auc-
tionn strategies might, for instance, be adopted in order to fix the meaning of a given term just for the time of 
thee interaction between any number of artificial agents. 

http://wonderweb.semanticweb.org
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1.. As reflected by its acronym, DOLCE has a clear cognitive bias, in the sense 
thatt it aims at capturing the ontological categories underlying natural lan-
guagee and human common sense. DOLCE draws inspiration from Searle's 
notionn of "deep background", which represents the set of skills, tendencies 
andd habits shared by humans because of their peculiar biological make-up 
andd their evolved ability to interact with their ecological niches. DOLCE 
iss a "model" of the cognitive counterpart of such biological make-up. 

2.. DOLCE is an ontology of particulars, i.e. of entities that can not have 
instancess (according to standard definitions of the relation of instantiation). 

Thee main consequence of DOLCE's approach is that the concepts that are used 
ass nodes describe entities in a post hoc way, only reflecting the surface structure 
off  language and cognition, as opposed to scientifically up to date descriptions of 
thosee entities. 

DOLCE' ss top level DOLCE's top node9 is Entity , which subsumes: 

1.. Abstract, which subsumes: 

(a)) Fact. 

(b)) Set. 

(c)) Region (which subsumes: Temporal Region (which subsumes: Time 
Interval) ,, Physical Region (which subsumes: Space Region), Non-
physicall  Region). 

2.. Endurant, which subsumes: 

(a)) Quality (which subsumes: Temporal Quality, Physical Quality, Non-
physicall  Quality). 

(b)) Substantial (which subsumes: Physical Substantial, Non-physical 
Substantial). . 

3.. Perdurant/Occurrence, which subsumes: 

(a)) Event (which subsumes: Achievement, Accomplishment). 

(b)) Stative (which subsumes: State and Process). 

9Thee most recent version of DOLCE may be found in [Masolo et al., 2002]. The changes brought about 
inn this second version - in particular the adjunction of a fourth branch called Quality - do not radically change 
DOLCE'ss content neither, most importantly for our purposes, do they affect the validity of the comparison 
betweenn DOLCE and our approach. 
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Retainedd general aspects of the presented ontologies 

Eachh of the approaches briefly described above has similarities and differences with 
ourr own approach. Such similarities and differences will be described in some more 
detaill  throughout the presentation of our ontology and, finally, in section 3.7. 
Forr the moment, we just want to highlight the general aspects of Sowa's work, SUO 
andd DOLCE that are similar to or that have been retained in the development of our 
ontology.. As far as CYC is concerned, given the complexity of the structure gener-
atedd by its bottom-up approach, a thorough comparison would first require a thorough 
alignment.. This alignment is an interesting but too complex research task, given the 
scopee of the present treatment. Anyway, most of the observations that are made about 
SUOO can be applied to CYC's approach. 
Thee following aspects of Sowa's work, SUO and DOLCE are present in our approach 
too: : 

1.. Sowa's combinatorial view on the generation of the nodes of the ontology. Sowa 
proceedss by combining general types of signs and, thereby, defining more spe-
cificc ones. In sections 3.2 through 3.6 we adopt an approach similar to this. 

2.. SUO's focus on the description of physical entities (e.g. object, process) and of 
theirr definition in terms of properties (represented as slots in Protégé-2000). In 
sectionn 3.5 we adopt an approach similar to this. 

3.. DOLCE's cognitive (or phenomenological, as we call it) approach to ontol-
ogy.. DOLCE's reference to Searle's notion of "deep background" and to the 
habitss shared by humans (because of their peculiar biological make-up and their 
evolvedd ability to interact with their ecological niches) is in full accordance with 
ourr approach too. 

Wee may now start with the presentation of the top level of our ontology. 

3.22 Top level 

Inn this section we present the contents of the four top boxes shown in figure 3.4: noesis, 
category,, dimension and entity. We illustrate both the intended meaning of such terms 
andd their representation in Protégé-2000. 

3.2.11 Noesis 
Thee first ontological choice, to which we commit ourselves, is avoiding to make a truly 
ontologicall  choice. After years of struggling with the notion of causal relation (and 
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Figuree 3.4: Top level 

thosee related to it, e.g. matter, object, process, energy, work, power, etc.) two main 
generall  properties of causal relations appeared quite clear: 

1.. Causal relations are neither purely ontological nor purely epistemological. They 
aree something in between. A child, for instance, learns that fire is harmful by 
touchingg it and experiencing the painful sensations that it causes. This hard on-
tologicall  fact is at the basis of the (subsequent) epistemological generalization 
thatt brings the adult to be aware of the harm caused by hot things in general. 
Similarlyy to the causal awareness of individuals, the causal awareness of human-
ityy is developmental. We have mainly learnt about causal relations by a process 
off  trial and error. 

2.. Therefore, the representation of causal knowledge cannot be limited to the on-
tologicaltological elements of causal relations (i.e. the entities). It must be extended to 
thee epistemological elements (i.e. the categories) and to the relations between 
themm (i.e. the dimensions). This extension might seem as a non parsimonious 
scientificc practice, and it probably is. But it gives us some room to explain what 
inn causal reasoning pertains to us as observing entities and what pertains to the 
worldd as observed entity. Furthermore, by not limiting ourselves to ontology we 
providee a clear way of distinguishing semantically similar terms (e.g., matter, a 
category;; mass, a dimension; object, an entity). 

Givenn 1. and 2. we define the top class of our ontology as follows. 

Definitionn 3.1 (Noesis) Noesis is the psychological counterpart of experience (i.e. per-
ception,ception, learning and reasoning). 

Thee notion of noesis has a rather long philosophical tradition, which dates back to 
Greekk Philosophy. A number of words stemming from the root nous- (e.g. noein, 
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thinking,, nous, mind, noumenon, the object of thought) were used to indicate whatever 
wass related to thought as a psychological activity. In the XX century, the notions of 
noesiss and noemata were employed by the phenomenologists (e.g. Husserl) to indicate, 
respectively,, the process and the result of perceptual and intellectual activity. 
Ass far as we are concerned, we adopt here the notion of noesis in its broadest cogni-
tivee sense. We consider all the experiences of an individual human being to be physical 
phenomena.. On the one hand, perceptual experiences (e.g. perceiving the color red) are 
thee result of the interaction between the physical world (i.e. light) and an individual's 
sensoryy system (e.g. his optic nerve and other parts of his brain). On the other hand, 
intellectuall  experiences (e.g. thinking about the notion of color) occur in the brain, i.e. 
theyy too are physical phenomena. Besides their physical nature, though, both percep-
tuall  and intellectual experiences generally seem to have a psychological counterpart, 
i.e.. a part of which the individual is aware (i.e. the color red, in the example of percep-
tuall  experiences, and the notion of color, in the example of intellectual experiences). 
Anyy such psychological counterpart of an experience is noesis. 
Noesiss is represented in Protégé-2000 as an abstract standard class, with no slots. 

3.2.22 Category 

AA category is that part of noesis, which cannot be (philosophically) reduced to any other 
parts.. It must therefore be assumed as a basic intellectual element10, which structures 
ourr perceptual experience of the world and our reasoning about the world. We define 
itt as follows. 

Definitionn 3.2 (Category) Category is knowledge-related (i.e. epistemological) noe-
sis. sis. 

Categoriess form the intellectual background of our noetic experience of the world (i.e. 
off  our perception, learning and reasoning about the world). Even though categories 
playy a crucial role in noesis, we are hardly aware of them in our experience. When 
perceiving,, learning or reasoning we are not fully aware of the categories that are sup-
portingg our effort. For instance, when reasoning about (i.e. having an intellectual 
experiencee of) or perceiving (i.e. having a physical experience of) an entity (e.g. an 
object),, a number of categories (e.g. matter and quantity) make our experience possi-
ble,, even though they are not immediately present to our mind and/or to our sensory 
system. . 
Categoriess are, therefore, here understood as in (Kantian) Epistemology: as the basic 

10Inn the rest of this chapter the expression 'assuming a notion as basic intellectual element' is used as a 
synonymm of 'postulating a notion'. In other words, categories must be postulated. 
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notionss on which our (intellectual and perceptual) experience builds up11. Categories 
aree different from sets, classes and instances. They are different from sets because they 
aree not collections of (prototypical) individuals, i.e. they have no instances, in Protégé-
20000 terms. Categories are different from classes because they have no properties 
describingg them, i.e. no slots are attached to them, in Protégé-2000 terms. Finally, 
categoriess are different from (prototypical) individuals because they are universal not 
particular,, i.e. they are not instances, in Protégé-2000 terms. Therefore, we represent 
categoryy in Protégé-2000 as an abstract standard subclass of noesis, with no slots. 
Wee consider it to be important for an Al-lik e ontology to contain a description of the 
categoriess on which it is based. Even though categories do not play a direct role in 
reasoningg about and/or perceiving entities, they may play two other important roles in 
ann ontology: 

1.. On the one hand, as support to reasoning about knowledge at a general level. 

2.. On the other hand, as purely descriptive notions that clarify the intuitive meaning 
off  the terms that are used in reasoning about entities (which we call the dimen-
sions,, see below). 

Categoriess are further treated in section 3.3. 

3.2.33 Dimension 

Fromm the (theoretical) background consisting of the categories the dimensions emerge, 
whichh we define as follows. 

Definitionn 33 (Dimension) Dimension is experience-related (i.e. phenomenological) 
noesis.noesis. A dimension relates two categories. 

Thee standard example of a dimension is mass. By experience, all physical objects have 
aa mass, which is the quantity of matter they comprise. We never have, though, a con-
cretee experience of either matter or quantity as such. Therefore, we must assume their 
existencee as categories, rather than as entities, and employ them in the definition of the 
notionn of mass. In other words, the concrete notion of mass relates the epistemologi-
call  to the ontological part of our noetic experience. We experience objects (ontology) 
ass having mass (phenomenology), which relates two categories: matter and quantity 
(epistemology). . 
Al ll  dimensions are represented in Protégé-2000 as instances of the class dimension, 

111 We want to avoid to use here the expression a priori  in order to describe the status of categories. As a 
matterr of fact, under a noetical perspective nothing is a priori priori  and one may see categories as the result of 
evolution,, both of individuals and of species. 
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whichh in turn is represented both as a concrete subclass of noesis and of standard slot. 
Thiss has the consequence that dimensions slightly modify Protégé-2000's knowledge 
model.. In other words they are modified slots: they comprise a facet (called Associ-
atedd Categories) which represents the relation between a dimension and the categories 
itt relates. In definitions from 3.7 to 3.24, the facet 'Associated Categories' is rendered 
withh the expression 'experienced by means of'. This is to underline the fact that the 
definitionn of dimensions in terms of categories is not an ontological but a phenomeno-
logicall  definition. We therefore say, for instance, that mass is matter experienced by 
meansmeans of quantity (rather than mass is a quantity of matter), where the experience of 
matterr by means of quantity is a purely intellectual one, as both matter and quantity 
aree categories, not entities. 
Furthermore,, it should be noticed that we use the expression 'experienced by means of' 
alsoo in the definition of entities in terms of dimensions (definitions 3.25 through 3.30). 
Inn this case, the expression 'experienced by means of*  refers the perceptual (rather 
thann the intellectual) experience of an entity (e.g. an object) through a dimension (e.g. 
mass). . 
Dimensionss are further treated in section 3.4. 

3.2.44 Entity 
Thee notion of entity indicates something that exists separately from other things and 
hass a clear identity. Entities are the subject of study of ontology12. We define entity as 
follows. . 

Definitionn 3.4 (Entity ) Entity is existence-related (i.e. ontological) noesis. 

Entityy is represented in Protégé-2000 as an abstract standard subclass of noesis with 
noo slots. Entities are further treated in section 3.5. 

3.33 The adopted categories 

Inn this section we illustrate the contents of the boxes of figure 3.5. First of all we 
distinguishh between two main groups of categories: the categories of existence and 
thee categories of experience. The opposition between these two types of categories 
iss the epistemological equivalent of the opposition, within noesis, between entity (or 
Ontology)) and category (or Epistemology). In other words, just like in noesis, where 
wee distinguish existence (the entity) from knowledge (the category), in category we 

122 As a matter of fact the roots of the two words, i.e. ens- and ont-, both mean being, respectively in Latin 
andd in Greek. 
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Figuree 3.5: Category 

distinguishh between the knowledge of what exists (category of existence) from the 
knowledgee of the modes of knowledge (category of experience). These second cate-
goriess describe how we know what exists (or, rather, how we know the categories of 
existence).. Categories of existence encompass notions such as space, matter, energy, 
change;; whereas category of experience encompass notions such as quantity or quality. 
Al ll  adopted categories are represented in Protégé-2000 as abstract standard subclasses 
off  the class category, with no slots. 

3.3.11 Category of Existence 

Ass mentioned above a category of existence is the epistemological counterpart of some 
ontologicall  aspect of noesis. We define it as follows. 

Definitionn 3.5 (Category of existence) Category of existence is categorical knowledge 
ofof what exists. 

Inn order to better grasp the notion of category of existence think about entities. Entities 
aree experienced by various dimensions. For instance, a physical object has a mass 
andd is constituted of a certain material13. Dimensions such mass and material refer to 

133 Where material, according to Wordnet 1.7.1, is the tangible substance that goes into the makeup of a 
physicall  object 
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(respectively,, the quantity and the quality of) a substrate, which is usually considered 
ass common to all physical objects: i.e. matter. 
Thee question whether matter itself exists is a very difficult one: 

1.. On the one hand, it is quite intuitive to think that matter does exist, just as objects 
do:: objects are characterized by dimensions that refer to matter, therefore this 
mustt exist too (and should be classified as an entity). 

2.. On the other hand, though, and from the point of view of noesis, we must admit 
thatt we never actually experience pure matter, but only given masses and/or given 
materials.. Therefore, the statement that matter exists (and should be classified 
ass an entity) seems one step too far. It seems more correct, albeit less intuitive, 
too think of matter as an epistemological precondition (or a derived notion) of 
ourr many experiences of all the masses and/or the materials. For instance, while 
attendingg a funeral, one may be induced to think that the deceased and the soil 
withh which he is going to be covered are nothing more than the manifestation of 
onee and the same thing: matter. On a second thought, though, one may have to 
admitt that one has no actual experience of matter as such, but only of matter in 
thee form of either the deceased or the soil. Which means that, when one thinks 
off  them as two manifestations of the same thing, one is doing some (sort of) 
abstraction,, which brings one's mind to some (sort of) idea of matter, rather than 
too an actuall  experience of an entity. On its turn, such idea of matter may be either 
seenn as a precondition of one's experiences (e.g. experiences of the deceased and 
thee soil), i.e. as a basic intellectual element, or as the result of such experiences, 
i.e.. as the result of a process of abstraction. In this dissertation we adopt the 
firstt view on such general ideas: we see categories as basic intellectual elements, 
i.e.. we postulate them. This saves us a lot of work, which is utterly interesting 
butt not directly relevant to our own purposes. Such work should explain the 
(evolutionary)) development of categories in our species and/or in individuals. 

Inn the rest of this subsection we propose and justify the adoption of the following 
categoriess of existence: space, matter, energy, change, life, will . The first four are 
thee categories of physical existence. The fifth, is the category of biological existence. 
Finally,, will is the category of psychological existence. 

Space e 

Amongg all the notions that may be adopted as categories of existence, space is the one 
thatt most resembles the notion of nothingness (i.e. non existence). This is true in two 
ways: : 
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1.. On the one hand, in order for anything physical to exist, space must exist too, 
becausee for common sense any form of physical existence, even a singularity, 
comprisess and/or occupies some space. This is the reason behind the metaphor-
icall  use of the notion of locus1*  in Euclidean geometry. A locus indicates (the 
sett of) all points or lines that satisfy some specific conditions (e.g., a circle is 
thee locus of points equidistant from a given point, called center). In other words, 
evenn a geometrical figure occupies some, albeit metaphorical, space. 

2.. On the other hand, though, for common sense, pure space is emptiness, i.e. lack 
off  any (complex) form of physical existence except for space itself. In other 
words,, conceptually speaking space is the first step from nothingness to physical 
existencee through emptiness. 

Similarlyy to what we said above for matter, we never actually experience pure space, 
ass an entity. The most pure form of space that we may directly experience is a volume, 
i.e.. a given quantity of space limited by some (physical) reference points, e.g. other 
volumess or objects. Furthermore, we may experience the form or the location of a 
givenn volume (which are usually experienced relative to other volumes). Space, i.e. the 
commonn element of the different volumes that we experience, is not subject to a direct 
physicall  experience. We therefore adopt the notion of space as a category of existence. 

Matter r 

AA second category of existence adopted here is matter. Physical objects have a mass 
andd are constituted of a certain material, which is in a given aggregation state (e.g. 
solid,, liquid, etc.). As explained in the introductory part of this subsection, the mass, 
thee material and the state of an object all refer to a substrate, which is in turn considered 
ass common to all physical objects: matter. Matter, though, is not itself an entity, in the 
sensee that we have no experience of it as such but only as a mass, a material and/or a 
state.. From the point of view of noesis, we never actually experience pure matter, but 
onlyy given masses and/or given materials in given states. Therefore, the statement that 
matterr exists (and should be classified as an entity) seems one step too far. It seems 
moree correct, albeit less intuitive, to think of matter as an epistemological precondition 
(orr a derived notion) of our many experiences of all the masses and/or the materials 
presentt in the world. We therefore adopt the notion of matter as a category of existence. 

Latinn for "place" 
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Energy y 

AA third notion which makes integral part of our experience of the physical world, but 
thatt we can only experience under particular forms, is energy. Energy mainly manifests 
itselff  through the effects that it produces on physical objects. This has lead physicists 
too define it as the capacity of a physical system to do work. In the most generic but 
rigorousrigorous terms, energy is a physical element necessary to (maintaining or transforming) 
aa state of the physical world by means of the application of a force at a given distance. 
Inn Physics energy is divided into various forms (see definition 3.14). 
Inn a less technical sense energy is often used to indicate a (sort of) empowering sub-
stratestrate1515.. Synonyms of the term energy are used to indicate specific forms of energy for 
specificc types (or parts or aspects) of physical objects: mechanical energy is associated 
too structured physical objects or machines; heat to glowing physical objects; chemical 
energyy to the internal composition of physical objects; electricity to electrons or light; 
gravitationall  energy to the mass of physical objects. In other words, just as for space 
andd matter, noetic experiences of energy are rather disparate and not necessarily (or 
directly)) associated with work as Physics suggests. 
Wee therefore adopt here the notion of energy as a category of existence. We take the 
notionn of energy to indicate the empowering substrate of the physical world. 
Thee three categories postulated so far (space, matter, energy) constitute the conceptual 
backbonee of so called functionalist views on causal relations, which were introduced in 
sectionn 2.5.1. We are now going to introduce a fourth category of existence, that gives 
aa singularistic swing to our account of causal concepts: the category change. 

Change e 

Thee (physical) world (or most of it) seems to be characterized by a continuous flow of 
energy,, through space and matter. In theory, (like functionalists try to prove), such flow 
off  energy can be described in terms of the first three categories introduced above. In 
otherr words, if space, matter and energy are all what such flow is about (as physicists 
think),, then there seems to be no need to define a separate category that refers to it. 
Things,, though, are not so simple for common sense, as functionalists have to admit 
too16. . 
Theree is an important feature of our noetic experience of which is in contrast with the 
ideaa of a continuous flow of energy: the identity of individuals. Despite the fact that we 
knowknow that the (physical) world consists of a continuous flow of energy, we still expe-

,5Inn the philosophical tradition the term 'substrate' usually indicates an immaterial substance that pervades 
prettyy much everything 

,6See,, for instance, Russell's change of mind or Salmon's notion of mark (definition 2.8) 
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riencerience the world as a rather stable place. Such (apparent) stability is one and the same 
thingg as our capacity to identify individuals and to keep track of them throughout the 
modificationss they undergo. Even though we know that such continuous modifications 
concernn any individuals in its entirety, we still distinguish between static and dynamic 
aspectss of individuals. 
Itt is not our problem here to investigate how such distinction is set, but simply that 
itt is set. We are not interested in the question of what in an individual amounts to 
aa static aspect as opposed to a dynamic aspect - or, in Lockean terms, to a primary 
ass opposed to a secondary quality. This is a very difficult problem, which would 
requiree a general answer to the problem of identity (as explained, for instance, in 
[Guarinoo and Welty, 2000]). What is important for us here is the fact thatthe notion 
off  identity cannot be introduced without - at the same time - introducing the notion of 
change.. In order to account for the notion of identity (i.e. for the static aspects of our 
experience)) we have to adopt the notion of change as category of existence. Again: 
inn our experience, there are individuals defined by their identity. No matter what such 
identityy ultimately boils down to17, what matters is that (the identity of) an individual 
iss (noetically) distinguished from its modifications. For instance, if one cuts one's hair, 
thee change one undergoes should be considered as something else than simply the dif-
ferencee between two individuals, one with long and one with short hair. Such change 
iss something that occurs to the same individual both with long and with short hair. One 
keepss existing throughout the occurrence of such change, because there are certain 
propertiess that define one's identity, as opposed to others that change. If this were not 
thee case it would simply be impossible for an individual to undergo any change: as a 
matterr of logic, in a world where change is simply the difference between two values of 
aa property (such as the length of one's hair), after one cut one's hair one simply would 
nott be oneself anymore [Lombard, 1986]. Therefore, if you are committed to some 
notionn of identity, as something ontologically distinguished from the continuous flow 
off  energy characterizing the physical world, change must be assumed as a category of 
existence18.. We, therefore, adopt the notion of change as a category of existence. 

Causality y 

Ann important subclass of change is causality. As illustrated in chapter 2, section 2.5.1, 
theree has been a lot of philosophical discussion concerning both the ontological and the 
epistemologicall  status of causal relations. We provide here the first half of the solution 
proposedd in this dissertation, as follows. 

177 And it probably boils down to nothing, in the sense that identity is a relative concept 
18Thee converse holds too: the notion of change implies the notion of identity. But it is much more difficult 

too argue in favor of this implication and the argument is not relevant to our purposes. 
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1.. Causality vs causation. Firstly, we adopt here the distinction between two main 
causall  relations: causality and causation. In section 2.5.1 we explained how this 
distinctionn has already been proposed in the philosophical literature [Hulswit, 1998] 
inn order to resolve the ambiguity, which is inherent in logical causal statements, 
betweenn general and particular causal statements. Similarly, we adopt here causal-
ityy as the possible causal relation. Causation is defined in section 3.6. 

2.2. Causality as a category of existence. Secondly, we adopt the notion of causality 
ass a category of existence. We propose to see causality as an wr-element of 
ourr knowledge of what exists: causality is a piece of our knowledge of how 
whatwhat exists can change. In what way does this piece of knowledge contribute to 
noesis?? This is explained in the following item. 

3.. Causality as the epistemological counterpart of an ontological dependence. We 
seee here causality as the epistemological counterpart of an ontological depen-
dencee between categories of existence. In other words, from an epistemological 
pointt of view causality is an ontological constraint between the categories of ex-
istence.. Such constraint fixes the possibility of existence of one category relative 
too another. For instance, we propose here to adopt the following ontological 
dependencee between categories of existence as the standard notion of common 
sensee causality: wil l cannot exist without life, lif e cannot exist without energy, 
matterr and space. 
Suchh constraint reflects on what causal relations are possible ones between two 
givenn relata, before such relata actually occur. For instance, as we saw in Ex-
amplee 1.1, there is a causality relation between, on the one hand, the shooting 
off  the bullet or the poisoning of the canteen (possible causes) and, on the other 
hand,, the death of the traveler (possible effect). Such relation is based on the as-
sumptionn that the death of the traveler is the absence of the category life, which 
dependss on the absence of either of the following categories: energy, matter or 
space.. Now, while the shooting of the bullet and the poisoning of the canteen 
cann in principle constrain the material aspects of the traveler (i.e his space, mat-
terr and/or energy), an event such as the drinking of water from a canteen cannot. 

4.. Alternative ontological dependences. As mentioned above we adopt here the 
followingg ontological dependences between categories of existence: will cannot 
existt without life, lif e cannot exist without energy, matter and space. Now, one 
mayy very well propose alternative assertions to the one proposed above. For 
instance,, from the point of view of contemporary Cosmology (Big Bang and 
alike)) space ontologically depends on matter and this on its turn is the same thing 
ass energy. In other words, cosmologically speaking the ontological dependence 
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seemss to go as follows: will cannot exist without life, life cannot exist without 
space,, space cannot exist without matter and energy. 

Lif ee and Wil l 

Thee last two categories of existence that are assumed here are lif e and will . These 
twoo concepts are generally considered to be high level ones, that pertain to a level of 
complexityy which is incomparable to the level to which the notions of space or matter 
pertain.. Nowadays, we think that lif e and will are aspects of the world which can or, at 
least,, should (scientifically) be described in terms of simpler concepts,, such as the four 
notionss adopted above as category of existence. 
Theree are many phenomena, though, in the vegetal and the animal kingdom, for which 
wee have no scientific understanding (yet) in terms of space, matter, energy and/or 
changee only. 
InIn particular, there are two general notions that for the moment seem to be irreducible 
too any physical counterparts: the notion of need and the notion of want. 

Lif ee as the satisfaction of needs There is a whole class of physical entities, the or-
ganism,, that undergo change in a regular fashion, i.e. following some regular 
structure.. Scientifically speaking, this structure consists of a series of biologi-
call  functions (chiefly, nutrition and reproduction) that must be fulfilled in order 
forr any organism to stay alive and/or for its offsprings to be generated. In other 
words,, these functions represent the necessary conditions of life: if such condi-
tionn are not met, the organism dies. 
Now,, in our common sensical view, we often call such necessary conditions of 
lif ee needs. For instance, by common sense we see a plant as a physical entity 
(i.e.. the space it occupies, the matter it comprises, the energy is consumes and/or 
produces,, the change it undergoes) plus specific needs: the need for water, for 
light,, for soil and for carbondioxide. These needs are what the life of a plant is 
alll  about (or, conversely, the satisfaction of all these needs is the precondition for 
thee plant to stay alive). 
Forr common sense such needs are (ontologically) independent of the physical 
makeupp of the individual plant. They can even influence salient aspects of such 
makeupp (e.g. the form or the position of an individual plant). Therefore, in order 
too refer to the bundle of biological phenomena of the type illustrated above, we 
assumee the notion of lif e as a separate category of existence. The notion of lif e 
hass the same epistemological status of the four categories assumed above (space, 
matter,, energy, change). 

Wil ll  as the pursuit of wants As we have extensively seen in Section 2.6, there is a 
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(philosophical)) problem concerning the notion of agency. The relation between 
thee body of an agent and the tendency to be proactive, i.e. the capacity to pur-
suee his wants (desires and intentions), is not at all a trivial relation. The notion 
off  such tendency to be proactive is very elusive, because it escapes the reduc-
tionn to (neuro-)biology, just as the satisfaction of needs escapes the reduction to 
physicss or chemistry. These reductions are subject to scientific and philosophical 
research.. Their realization, though, is still to come (if ever). 
Inn the meantime common sense has to rely on traditional, albeit scientifically in-
completee views of agency. Common sense tends to see all the phenomena related 
too agency as stemming from one single psychological or spiritual substrate, to 
whichh all wants of an agent are reduced. Such substrate is indicated by different 
termss or expressions (e.g. will , free will , volition, capability of conscious choice, 
decision,, intention, etc.). The most traditional among all these terms is definitely 
"will" .. This term has a central place in the philosophical literature starting from 
thee Middle Ages, when countless theological analyses where dedicated to the 
problematicc relation between divine omniscience and human (apparently) free 
will .. When the Scientific Revolution set God aside, the problem of free wil l was 
rebornn under various forms (e.g. physical determinism vs spiritual freedom). 
Afterr the Enlightenment's denial of the role of spiritual factors in Nature, in the 
XIXX century the notion of will regained some ground as a metaphysical princi-
ple,, mainly due to the work of Schopenauer [Schopenauer, 1819]. 
Inn order to refer to the bundle of psychological phenomena of the type illustrated 
above,, we assume the notion of will as a separate category of existence, which 
hass the same epistemological status of the five categories assumed above. 

3.3.22 Category of Experience 
AA category of experience is a purely epistemological counterpart of some epistemolog-
icall  aspect of noesis. We define it as follows. 

Definitionn 3.6 (Category of experience) A category of experience is knowledge of the 
modesmodes of knowledge. 

Again,, for a better grasp of the notion of category of experience let us turn to a concrete 
example.. As illustrated above, entities are characterized by various dimensions. For 
instance,, a physical object has a mass, is constituted of a certain material, has a volume 
andd a form. Dimensions such as mass and material refer to, respectively, the quantity 
andd the quality of matter, which we adopted as a categories of existence. Similarly, 
volumee and form refer to, respectively, the quantity and the quality of space. What are, 
though,, the notions of quantity and quality! What do they have in common with one 
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another? ? 
Wee assume here that these two notions are both categories of experience. They consti-
tutee (part of) our knowledge of the modes of our knowledge. In other words, categories 
off  experience are our knowledge of how we know, which may be taken as a restrictive 
definitionn of what in AI is usually called meta-knowledge. The philosophical notion of 
modee has quite a long tradition and, according to the American Heritage Dictionary of 
thee English Language, it indicates "the particular form or manner in which an under-
lyingg substance, or some permanent aspect or attribute of it, is manifested". Now, as 
wee are using the notion of mode here in the context of Epistemology, rather than On-
tology,, we reverse the definition given above and take the term 'mode' to indicate the 
particularr manner in which a category of existence (i.e. the epistemological counterpart 
off  any elements of Ontology) is known or, more generally, experienced. For instance, 
ontologicallyy speaking a mass and a volume are utterly different things and due to such 
ontologicall  irreducibility the notions of matter and space must be assumed as sepa-
ratee categories of existence. Epistemologically speaking, though, mass and volume are 
thee same thing: quantities. Such epistemological common denominator of mass and 
volumee is a category of experience. Again: matter and space constitute (part of) the 
backgroundd on which we relate different experiences of, respectively, distinct masses 
oror distinct volumes. On the other hand, the notion of quantity is part of the background 
onn which we relate different experiences of a mass and of a volume. Similarly, quality 
iss the category of experience common to the dimensions material and form. In other 
words,, while the categories of existence let us relate distinct entities relative to one as-
pect,, the categories of experience let us relate different aspects of one entity (or more), 
relativee to our own way of experiencing it (or them). 
Inn the rest of this subsection we propose and justify the adoption of the following three 
categoriess of experience: quantity, quality, time. 

Quantit y y 

Wee adopt here the notion of quantity. The main argument for adopting the notion of 
quantityy is based on the intuition that in our experiences we can hardly do without it. 
Furthermore,, the fact that the notion of quantity is present, in one way or another, in 
mostt upper ontologies19, reinforces our intuition that it should be made part of our on-
tologyy too. Examples of notions that are in the same semantical area of quantity are, 
forr instance, magnitude, quantum, number, degree, measure and many others. Further-
more,, all these terms are subject to further specialization. 
Ass far as the origins of the notion of quantity are concerned, we are inclined to think 

199 See chapter 2 of [Sowa, 2000]. 
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thatt this notion has its origins in the evolution of our species. As already stated in sub-
sectionn 3.3.1, in this dissertation we are not interested in explaining the (evolutionary) 
developmentt of categories in our species and/or in individuals. The interested reader is 
referredd to [Barrow, 1992], as a starting point on this type of issues, or to the work of 
evolutionaryy psychologists such as [Lakoff and Nunez, 2000]. 

Quality y 

Similarlyy to the notion of quantity, we adopt here the notion of quality as a category. 
Suchh notion is just as irreducible and omnipresent in our experience as the notion of 
quantity.. Also in this case, the origins of the notion of quality may probably be traced 
backk somewhere in our evolution. So many aspects of our noetic experience are re-
ducedd to the idea of quality (e.g., good and bad; beautiful and ugly; healthy and sick; 
colorfull  and pale; etc.), that such generality has very probably developed in a evolu-
tionaryy fashion. Again: the capacity to distinguish what is good (or harmless) from 
whatt is bad (or harmful), plays a great role in the survival of even the most simple 
animals.. In human beings, though, this capacity has the status of a general category 
usedd in describing things: we can talk of the quality of things in general. This surely 
representss a great advantage for communication, social memory and the preservation 
andd development of our species. 

Time e 

Thee last notion we adopt here as a category of experience is the notion of time. Again, 
forr this notion too we do not provide a proper definition. We rather want to illustrate 
thee notion of time by undelining a fews conceptual aspects of such notion, as adopted 
here. . 
Firstly,, the choice of adopting time as a category of experience, rather than as a cate-
goryy of existence (a costumary in Physics) is made in order to reflect a naive cognitive 
intution:: time is not a physical feature of the world, like space, but a feature of our 
experienceexperience of the world. 
Secondly,, the point made above may be reinforced by referring to the article of the bi-
ologistt Maturana [Maturana, 1995]. In the conclusion the author stresses the following 
twoo points concerning our general notion of time: 

1.. On the one hand, when we talk about time, we do not and cannot connote an 
entityy or a natural dimension that exists with independence of what we are as 
(human)) observers. In other words, the foundations of the notion of time in any 
domainn rests on the biology of the observer. 
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2.2. On the other hand, in our daily life we use the word time to indicate or to connote 
ann abstraction of our experiences of the occurring processes. Time arises as the 
abstractionn of the flow of experiences of the observer, it arises with directionality 
andd irreversibility. Such abstraction can be of two types: identifying, when time 
iss used as a reference point for our experience (i.e. we experience something 
betweenn two ordered and irreversible units of time); and pacing, when time is 
usedd as a reference point for the flow of our experience (i.e. we experience so 
muchh in a unit of time). 

Inn other words, time may be considered as an abstraction indicating all the occurring 
processes200 observed (or observable) by an observer (or a class of observers). 
Thirdly,, as the reference to a biologist with philosophical inclinations may be con-
sideredd as insufficient support for the scientifically unorthodox view that sees time as 
pertainingg to a different kind of knowledge than space or matter, we want to stress 
thatt the idea of time as an abstraction (as opposed to something existing in the world) 
iss both very old and very recent. On the one hand, the philosophical idea of time 
ass an illusion dates back to Zeno, who, by means of his famous paradoxes, tried to 
showw that both change and time do not exist and that, therefore, his beloved super-
visorr Parmenides was right, regarding the non existence of non being. By taking a 
somewhatt less extreme position than Zeno's, though, one may accept the existence of 
changee while denying the existence of time. This position is defended in McTaggart's 
article,, published in Mind [McTaggart, 1908]. A number of other philosophers (e.g. 
Spinoza,, Hegel, Schopenauer) are considered by McTaggart as backing his view. To 
thiss list we should at least add Bergson [Bergson, 1911], who distinguishes between 
duration,, the individual experience of change, and scientific time, the abstraction con-
sistingg of equal and repeatable instants, which are used as a measure of change. It 
iss rather strange but none of the two main philosophers of time of the late XIX and 
earlyy XX centuries, Bergson and McTaggart, seems to have paid any attention to the 
other.. Bergson wrote his main relevant works before McTaggart's famous 1908 article, 
butt he never overtly reacted to it and showed no signs of being influenced by it in his 
laterr writings (despite being fluent in English and having lectured in England). On the 
otherr hand, and perhaps more interestingly for the reader with scientific inclinations, 

20Inn the present illustration of the notion of time we are "smuggling in" the notion of process. In our 
ontologyy this notion is only defined at a later stage (definition 3.28). Nevertheless the intuitive meaning of 
thee term process as used here and as used in definition 3.28 is the same: a process is something that brings 
aboutt changes and transfers energy. One may want to rephrase the given definition of time as an abstraction 
indicatingg all the occurring change and energy transfers observed (or observable) by an observer (or a class 
off  observers). Anyway we take the liberty to anticipate the use of the term process, because time is defined 
ass an abstraction. By treating it as an abstraction, we have no need (yet) to consider the full specification of 
thee notion of process. 
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Physicss has recently shown some interest in the idea that time is simply a measure of 
change.. The theoretical work of Barbour [Barbour, 1999] may be considered as the 
mostt compelling effort at importing this unorthodoxy into mainstream Physics. The 
literaturee cited above (Maturana, McTaggart, Barbour), does not bring any hard proofs 
off  its claims. This is not a problem, though, becauses for our purposes, the main advan-
tagee of accepting the non existence view on time is the possibility of using the purely 
epistemologicall  notion of time as a means of defining concepts that would otherwise 
bee undefinable. This wil l become clearer when explaining notions such as location 
andd period - introduced in sections 3.4.1, respectively, 3.4.4. Location and period are 
goodd examples of how having time among the categories of experience may facilitate 
thee absolute conceptual definition of notions that could otherwise only be defined in a 
relative,, context-dependent fashion. 
Whatt is particularly attractive of Maturana's viewpoint (as opposed to McTaggart's, 
Barbour's)) is the fact that he founds the notion of time on the biology of the observer, 
whichh nicely fits with our general noetic viewpoint. 
Fourthlyy and finally, another reason for adopting time as category of experience, is that 
DOLCEE - the upper ontology that, due to its cognitive flavor, most resembles ours -
treatss the notions of space and time as pertaining to different parts of our cognition: 
whilee space pertains to the cognition the physical world, time pertains to an indepen-
dentt branch of our cognition. This is apparent in DOLCE's taxonomy of categories 
ass pictured in [Gangemi et al., 2002] (see section 3.1.2 on DOLCE). If considering 
DOLCE'ss node called 'Abstract' in isolation (i.e. not as a subnode of 'Entity'), we 
mayy compare it to our node category21. Now, 'Abstract' subsumes several nodes among 
whichh 'Region'. On its turn 'Region' subsumes 'Temporal Region', 'Physical Region' 
andd 'Non-physical Region'. 'Temporal Region' subsumes, among other nodes, 'Time 
Interval'.. On the other hand, 'Physical Region' subsumes, among other nodes, 'Spatial 
Region'.. This shows that DOLCE casts space and time in two different areas of its 
taxonomyy (just as we do) and it gives the notion of 'Temporal Region' a higher level 
off  abstraction than 'Spatial Region' (which we do not do). 
Ass far as other upper ontologies are concerned, Sowa does not explicitly represent 
spacee and time in his ontology, but he implicitly refers to such notions by means of 
axiomss ([Sowa, 2000], p. 76); on the other hand, Sumo contains two nodes 'Spatial 
Relation'' and 'Temporal Relation' which are both subsumed by the same one node 
'Relation',, which, just as in DOLCE, is indirectly subsumed by the node 'Abstract'. 

211 While as subnode of 'Entity', DOLCE's node 'Abstract*  should probably betterr be compared to our node 
mentall  entity. 
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3.3.33 Conclusive remarks on the adopted categories 
Wee have so far illustrated the following points: 

1.. A category is a part of our knowledge which cannot be (philosophically) reduced 
too any other parts. It must therefore be assumed as a basic intellectual element of 
ourr knowledge, which structures our experience of the world and our reasoning 
aboutt the world. There are two main groups of categories: categories of existence 
aridd categories of experience. 

2.. A category of existence is the epistemological counterpart of some ontological 
aspectt of noesis: a category of existence is knowledge of what exists. We have 
adoptedd the following categories of existence: space, matter, energy, change, 
causality,, life, will . 

3.. A category of experience is a purely epistemological counterpart of some episte-
mologicall  aspect of noesis: a category of experience is knowledge of the modes 
off  knowledge. We have adopted the following categories of experience: quantity, 
quality,, time. 

Wee are now going to look at how dimensions are defined in terms of the adopted cate-
gories. . 

3.44 The dimensions 

Inn this section we define a set of dimensions as combinations of a category of existence 
andd a category of experience. We are going to define the eighteen dimensions rep-
resentedd in figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, respectively the dimensions that pertain to space 
andd matter, the dimensions that pertain to energy and change and the dimensions that 
pertainn to life and will . The reader should be warned that the figures are generated by 
Ontoviz,, Protégé-2000's automatic graphic tool. Therefore, in each figure, the dimen-
sionss are not shown in any particular order. Furthermore, it is important to note that 
wee are interested in giving a conceptual definition of the dimensions. As explained 
inn section 3.2.3 dimensions are the concrete aspects of our experience. These are the 
aspectss which, for instance, we can measure by fixing a suitable reference system, i.e. 
byy adopting a particular measure of that aspect. The adopted measure is not measur-
able,, though, but it is still subject to the conceptual definition of the aspect for which it 
iss adopted as a measure. For instance the kilogram is used as the (International) stan-
dardd measure for mass. The standard kilogram, though, can not be measured (if not by 
meanss of another measure). The standard kilogram, or any other standard measure for 
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Formm State Volume Material Location Mass s 

Figuree 3.6: Space and matter related dimensions 

Figuree 3.7: Energy and change related dimensions 

Instinctt Age Enactment Sensitivity Representational Content Intentionality 

Figuree 3.8: Life and will related dimensions 
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mass,, can only be indicated, i.e. (literally) pointed at and conceptually defined, in order 
too use it as a standard. Such conceptual definition sees the standard kilogram simply as 
aa quantity of matter (or as matter experienced by means of quantity, as we noetically 
definee it in the following). By so doing one fixes the standard for measuring quan-
titiess of matter, i.e. the dimension mass. In order to better understand the difference 
betweenn measures and dimensions consider the following: measures are defined by ref-
erenceerence (either direct, specific, or indirect, generic); while dimensions are conceptually 
defined. . 

Measuress are defined by reference The General Conference on Weights and Mea-
suress has replaced all but one of the definitions of its base (i.e. fundamental) 
unitss (i.e. meter, kilogram, second, ampere, kelvin, mole, candela) that were 
basedd on physical objects (such as standard meter sticks or standard kilogram 
bars)) with physical descriptions of the units that are based on stable properties 
off  the Universe. As follows: 

1.. Meter (m), measure of distance. The meter is the length of the path trav-
elledd by light in vacuum during a time interval of 1/299792458 of a second. 

2.. Kilogram (kg), measure of mass. The kilogram is equal to the mass of the 
internationall  prototype of the kilogram. 

3.. Second (s), measure of time. The second is the duration of 9192631770 
periodss of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two 
hyperfinee levels of the ground state of the caesium 133 atom. 

4.. Ampere (A), measure of electric current. The ampere is that constant cur-
rentt which, if maintained in two straight parallel conductors of infinite 
length,, of negligible circular cross-section, and placed 1 metre apart in vac-
uum,, would produce between these conductors a force equal to 2 x 10- 7 

newtonn per meter of length. 

5.. Kelvin (K), measure of temperature. The kelvin is the fraction 1/273.16 of 
thee thermodynamic temperature of the triple point of water. 

6.. Mole (mol), measure of amount of substance. The mole is the amount of 
substancee of a system which contains as many elementary entities as there 
aree atoms in 0.012 kilogram of carbon 12. When the mole is used, the 
elementaryy entities must be specified and may be atoms, molecules, ions, 
electrons,, other particles, or specified groups of such particles. 

7.. Candela (cd), measure of intensity of light. The candela is the luminous 
intensity,, in a given direction, of a source that emits monochromatic radi-
ationn of frequency 540 x 1012 hertz and that has a radiant intensity in that 
directionn of 1/683 watt per steradian. 
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Ass shown, for instance, in 2, the second (i.e. the base unit of time) is now defined 
ass that period of time in which the waves of radiation emitted by cesium atoms, 
underr specified conditions, display exactly 9192631770 cycles. On the other 
hand,, the meter, the base unit of distance, is defined by stating that the speed 
off  light, a universal physical constant, is exactly 299792458 meters per second. 
Thesee physical definitions allow scientists to reconstruct standard clocks or meter 
standardss anywhere in the world, or even on other planets, without referring to a 
physicall  object kept in a vault somewhere. In other words, nowadays physicists 
tryy not define measures by specific but by generic reference. In order to do this, 
theyy fall back: 

1.. either on specified conditions (like in the case of the definition of second), 
whichh are assumed to be reproducible; 

2.. or on so called universal physical constants, which, again, are assumed to 
bee constant. 

Thesee two assumptions play the role of generic references - but still references! 
Thee kilogram is the only base unit still defined by a specific physical object. The 
Internationall  Bureau of Weights and Measures (BDPM) keeps the world's stan-
dardd kilogram in Paris, and all other weight standards, such as those of Britain 
andd the United States, are weighed against this standard kilogram. This one 
physicall  standard is still used because scientists can weigh objects very accu-
rately.. Weight standards in other countries can be adjusted to the Paris standard 
kilogramm with an accuracy of one part per hundred million. So far, no one has 
figuredfigured out how to define the kilogram in any other way that can be reproduced 
withh better accuracy than this. The XXI General Conference on Weights and 
Measures,, meeting in October 1999, passed a resolution calling on national stan-
dardss laboratories to press forward with research to "link the fundamental unit of 
masss to fundamental or atomic constants with a view to a future redefinition of 
thee kilogram." The next General Conference, in 2003, wil l surely return to this 
issue. . 

Dimensionss are conceptually defined In the list of basic measures given above the 
followingg information was provided: 

1.. the name and the symbol of the measure (e.g. meter, m); 

2.. the conceptual meaning of the measure (i.e. distance); 

3.. the definition of the measure in terms of other measures and/or specified 
conditionss and/or universal physical constants (i.e. the length of the path 
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travelledd by light in vacuum during a time interval of 1/299792458 of a 
second"). . 

Now,, in defining dimensions we want to provide a clearer and more structured 
formulationn of the information given at point 2, which we formulate in terms of 
thee adopted categories. For instance, the notion of distance may be noetically 
defined,, in terms of the adopted categories, as space experienced by means of 
quantityquantity (i.e. a quantity of space). The advantage of this type of definitions is a 
moree consistent use of terminology, where physicists simply appeal to intuition 
andd use terms like distance, length, path in a (conceptually) rather liberal way. 

Eachh of the proposed dimensions does not necessarily directly map onto measures in 
physics.. For instance, we do not define any dimension called distance. We consider 
thatt in common sense the combination of the categories space and quantity gives rise 
too a more generall  notion: the dimension volume. Within our system, the term distance 
shouldd therefore be modeled either as a subtype of volume, or, more conveniently, as a 
relationn between volumes within a given spatial reference system. For each of the in-
troducedd dimensions, we wil l clarify its relation with similar notions in Science, when 
ambiguitiess arise. 
Al ll  dimensions are represented in Protégé-2000 as instances of the class dimension, 
withh standards facets and a user defined facet 'Associated Categories', which is ren-
deredd in the following definition with the expression 'experienced by means of' (see 
subsectionn 3.2.3). 

3.4.11 Space: Volume, Form, Location 

Thee first group of dimensions that emerge by combining categories of existence and of 
experiencee are the spatial dimensions. Space can be thought either quantitatively, i.e. 
ass volume, or qualitatively, i.e. as form (or shape) or temporally, i.e. as location. We 
givee here a closer look at each of these dimensions. 

Definitionn 3.7 (Volume) Volume is space experienced by means of quantity. 

Thiss dimension does not need much explanation: a volume is generally understood as 
aa quantity of a (3D) space and measured accordingly. 

Definitionn 3.8 (Form) Form is space experienced by means of quality. 

Thee idea of form (or shape) as a dimension of space (rather than matter) may be some-
whatt counterintuitive. We generally think of form as typical of solid objects and we 
thereforee usually consider form as a dimension inherent to matter. This is not totally 
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accurate,, though, because the form of an object is the distribution of the matter com-
prisedd by the object in its volume22. This means that there is a strong spatial component 
inn the notion of form. There are examples of forms which by common sense we do not 
experienceexperience as being embodied: holes, for instance, are quantities of space, which are 
usuallyy experienced as having a form of their own [Casati and Varzi, 1994]. In other 
words,, the form is a spatial feature, which may be considered independently of matter. 
Formm is the quality of space, i.e. the qualitative aspect of space. 

Definitionn 3.9 (Location) Location is space experienced by means of time. 

Theree are traditionally two notions of location. On the one hand, there is an absolute, 
nonn relational notion, by which a location is seen as an individual portion of space. 
Thiss is the non material counterpart of what is often called (the) extension (of a body). 
Onn the other hand, there is a relational notion, by which a location is defined by means 
off  all the spatial relations that a portion of space has with some fixed object and/or 
locationn (e.g., a reference point or a coordinate system). This is often called (the) 
positionn (of a body). 
Whilee the first notion is intuitively more adherent to the perception of our own location 
ass (biological) observers (i.e. the experience of our own physical extension), the second 
notionn is the only measurable form of location we have. As our interest lies in the 
conceptuall  aspect of the notion, we stick to the first sense of location. In particular, we 
takee location to relate the categories space and time. Time is meant here in the sense 
indicatedd in subsection 3.3.2: as the abstraction of all the occurring processes observed 
(orr observable) by an observer (or a class of observers). In other words, conceptually 
speaking,, a location is space identified by all the (observed or observable) processes 
thatt define time for a given (class of) observer(s). 
Ann example might help in understanding why location is conceptually more adherent 
thann position to the category space and why location must be defined by means of the 
categoryy time. All movements of bodies are generally understood to be changes in 
theirtheir position, i.e. changes in their spatial relations and/or their orientation relative to 

^Wbrdnett 1.7.1 provides the three following definitions of form that are relevant to our discussion and 
thatt clarify the idea that the form of an object is the distribution of matter comprised by the object in its 
volume: : 

1.. Form, shape, pattern - a perceptual structure; "a visual pattern must include not only objects but the 
spacess between them". 

2.. Shape, form, configuration, contour, conformation - any spatial attributes especially as defined by 
outline;; "he could barely make out their shapes through the smoke". 

3.. Shape, form - the spatial arrangement of something as distinct from its substance; "geometry is the 
mathematicall  science of shape" 
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otherr bodies or to a coordinate system (which is an abstract body). Changes in position 
normallyy entail changes in location, i.e. changes in the individual portion of space 
occupiedd by the body. There is at least one type of movement, though, for which such 
entailmentt does not hold: spinning (in the presence of gravity, spinning around the 
verticall  axis). A billiard ball that spins around its vertical axis on the billiard table does 
movee (as it keeps changing orientation relative to the table) but, at the same, it keeps 
itss location, i.e. it keeps occupying the same portion of space. This is possible because 
locationss are not defined relative to any objects, but relative to time, i.e. relative to 
thee abstraction of all the occurring processes observed (or observable) by the intended 
classs of observers. In other words, conceptually speaking, any portion of space where 
aa change of any kind may be observed, is a location. Which brings us to the conclusion 
that,, in the absence of a reference system for determining the position of the spinning 
balll  (i.e. its spatial relation to other bodies), its spinning must be understood as a 
changee in its (kinetic) energy state (which, at some point in time, will lead it to stop 
spinningg due to friction) not in its location. Such change individuates the portion of 
spacee where it occurs, i.e. the location of the ball23 

3.4.22 Matter : Mass, Material , State 

Thee second group of dimensions that emerge by combining categories of existence 
andd of experience are the dimensions that refer to matter. Matter can be thought of 

233 Another example for explaining how space and time are related in the notion of location and how this 
iss distinguished from the notions of position, orientation and volume. Consider the two keys v and b on a 
keyboardd on a desk during time= {<i , *2 } 

1.. At*i : 

(a)) the position of v is left of b; 

(b)) the orientation of v is north-south (relative to the keyboard height, i.e. its short side); 

(c)) the volume of v is: say, 1cm3; 

(d)(d) the location of v is /1, i.e. the individual chunk of space occupied by v. 

(e)) the keyboard is moved 3cm south on the desk. 

2.. A t t 2 : 

(a)) the position v is left of b (as at 1i); 

(b)(b) the orientation v is north-south (relative to the keyboard height, i.e. its short side, as at 11); 

(c)) the volume v is: 1cm3 (as f i) ; 

(d)) the location of v is l?, i.e. a new individual chunk of space. 

Now,, as the two only changing parameters in the examples above are time and location one may want to 
identifyy locations, indirectly, by reference to time: i.e., during all time, l\ is not identical with /2-
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eitherr quantitatively, i.e. as mass, or qualitatively, i.e. as material (or substance) or 
temporally,, i.e. as state. We give here a closer look at each of these dimensions. 

Definitionn 3.10 (Mass) Mass is matter experienced by means of quantity. 

Thiss dimension does not need much explanation. Only one thing must be noted: for 
mostt practical purposes common sense uses the notions of mass and weight inter-
changeably.. There are exceptions, though, to the stable relation between mass and 
weightt even in a rather stable gravitational field such as that of our planet. One needs 
nott to go in outer space to loose weight while retaining one's mass. A swimming pool 
doess the job too, as well as a precipitating airplane. 

Definitionn 3.11 (Material ) Material is matter experienced by means of quality. 

AA material (or substance) is matter seen under a qualitative perspective. In common 
sensee this brings up a huge amount of distinctions between different types of matter, 
accordingaccording to infinitely many viewpoints (e.g. color, texture, origin, taste, etc.). Going 
too the basics of chemistry, though, one finds Mendelev's Periodic Table of Elements, 
i.e.. the classification of elements according to their relative masses. In simpler words, 
theree is some basic correspondence between the quantitative and the qualitative aspects 
off  matter, just as there is a correspondence, for instance, between different colors and 
differentt light frequencies. Such correspondence may be of some help in the definition 
off  taxonomies of materials. 

Definitionn 3.12 (State) State is matter experienced by means of time. 

Inn physical chemistry24, the state of a system is specified by the values of all the vari-
abless describing the system (both the so called extensive variables, e.g. mass, number 
off  moles, volume, and the intensive variables, e.g. temperature, pressure, density). 
Thiss definition of state assumes that the system is at equilibrium. In general terms (i.e. 
inn intuitive terms, rather than in terms of Thermodynamics) the equilibrium of a system 
mayy be described by either of the following three equivalent formulations: 

1.. The equilibrium of a system is reached when everything that "wants to happen" 
inn the system has happened (this definition has, so to speak, a Scholastic flavor). 

2.. A system is in equilibrium when it has the properties it would have after infinite 
time. . 

http://www.chem.arizona.edu// salzmanr/480a/480ants/matvar/matvar.html 

http://www.chem.arizona.edu/
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3.. A system is in equilibrium when none of the values of the variables describing 
itt is changing in time. Under this definition you have to be careful to exclude 
"steady-state""  systems (e.g. a system where, for instance, material is flowing in 
andd out of the system, but the system itself appears not to be changing.) 

Now,, given the central role that time has in it, definition 3.12 is conceptually compara-
blee to formulations 2 and 3 above, and it should indeed be understood as a rephrasing 
off  these types of definitions in terms of the categories adopted in section 3.2 and of the 
relationn 'experienced by means of'. In the process of rephrasing a lot of the details of 
thee original physical-chemical definitions (in particular, the reference to the variables 
and/orr the properties of a system) are lost. Such underspecified definition of state may 
bee at odds with Physics or Chemistry. On the other hand, though, it represents in a 
moree compound way the general common sense intuition of what is a state of matter, 
ass follows: 

1.. As explained in subsection 3.3.2 we consider time as the abstraction of all the 
occurringg processes25 observed (or observable) by an observer (or a class of ob-
servers). . 

2.. Some of such processes actually occur in (any given, i.e. experienced, amount 
of)) matter. 

3.. Instead of referring to the infinity of time, common sense conceptually com-
paress (in mathematical terms, divides) time, i.e. the abstraction of all occurring 
processes,, with the processes actually occurring in (a given, i.e. experienced, 
amountt of) matter: the lower the ratio the more stable matter is. Matter is gen-
erallyy thought to come in three states: solid, liquid, gas26. Given our definition, 
thee solid state is the state in which a low ratio of all the occurring processes that 
definee time actually occurs in (the given, i.e. experienced, amount of) matter. 
Thee liquid state is the state in which a higher ratio of all the occurring processes 
thatt define time actually occurs in (the given, i.e. experienced, amount of) mat-
ter.. The gas state is the state in which a still higher ratio of all the occurring 
processess that define time actually occurs in (the given, i.e. experienced, amount 
of)) matter. For instance, a low ratio of all the occurring processes that define 
time,, actually occurs in a (given, i.e. experienced) cube of ice. A higher ratio 

25Forr the use of the notion of process, see the relative footnote in subsection 3.3.2 
26Thee states of matter are actually many more. In physical chemistry, for instance, a fourth state beyond 

gass is usually distinguished: plasma. Plasma is present in stars, fusion reactors and, since recently, in 
(computer)) screens. A gas becomes a plasma when it is heated until the atoms lose all their electrons, 
leavingg a highly electrified collection of nuclei and free electrons. Particles in space exist in the form of a 
plasma,, therefore plasma is believed to be the state in which most of matter is found in the Universe. 
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off  all the occurring processes that define time, actually occurs in a (given, i.e. 
experienced)) the liquid water obtained by the melting of cube of ice. Finally, a 
stilll  higher ratio of all the occurring processes that define time, actually occurs 
inn a (given, i.e. experienced) water vapor obtained by evaporation of the liquid 
waterr obtained by the melting of cube of ice. 

3.4.33 Energy: Work, Energy-Form, Power 

Thee third group of dimensions that emerge by combining categories of existence and 
off  experience are the dimensions that refer to energy. Energy can be thought either 
quantitatively,, i.e. as work, or qualitatively, i.e. as energy-form, or temporally, i.e. as 
power.. We give here a closer look at each of these dimensions. 

Definitionn 3.13 (Work) Work is energy experienced by means of quantity. 

Thee notion of quantity of energy may actually be indicated by various disparate terms. 
Workk is one of the most general ones, as it refers to the activity that can be deployed 
byy means of a given amount of energy. Such activity can in principle be of any type. 
Inn Physics, for instance, work is the measure of the quantity of energy transferred to a 
bodyy in order to move it of a given distance (say, one meter). In other words, in Physics 
workk is the specific measure of kinetic energy. 
Nevertheless,Nevertheless, in Physics too, the measure work is often used as a general concept, 
whichh refers to the quantity of any kind of energy. This is due to the fact that all forms 
off  energy are associated with motion. For example, a tensioned device such as a bow or 
spring,, though at rest, has the potential for creating motion; it contains potential energy 
becausee of its configuration. 
Definitionn 3.13 has this second more generic connotation, where the term work indi-
catess (any kind of) energy as experienced under a quantitative perspective. 

Definitionn 3.14 (Energy-Form) Energy-Form is energy experienced by means of qual-
ity. ity. 

Qualitativelyy speaking energy comes in various forms. There are three main forms of 
energyy as follows: 

Relativisticc forms of energy, subdivided in: 

1.. Velocity. 

2.. Absolute. 

3.. Rest. 
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Simplee forms of energy, the most widely used ones. Einstein energy, the total energy 
inn the universe or in a particular system is subdivided in: 

1.. External energy, subdivided in: 

(a)) Kinetic energy, energy possessed by a body because of its motion. 
(b)) Potential energy, energy possessed by a body because of its position. 
(c)) Gravitational energy. 
(d)) Magnetic energy. 
(e)) Electrical energy. 
(f)) Mechanical energy. 
(g)) Expansion energy (which is actually a hybrid form of external energy: 

itt has many of the characteristics of internal energy but is classed as 
externall  energy). 

Al ll  forms of external energy are grouped together in one category, because 
alll  forms of external energy can theoretically be entirely converted into 
eachh other. 

2.. Internal energy subdivided as follows: 

(a)) Thermal energy, the motion energy of the molecules. 
(b)) Latent energy, the energy stored in the atom due to the van der Waals 

forcess between the molecules in a substance which is stored or released 
whenn undergoing a change of state, such as ice changing to water or 
waterr to steam. 

(c)) Solution energy, the energy of a solution when a certain amount of 
solutee dissolves in a solvent. 

(d)) Chemical energy, the energy stored due to the bonding of the atoms in 
thee molecules. 

(e)) Electron energy, the sum of both the motion and position energy of the 
electronn wavicle. This is not the same as electrical energy which is a 
formm of external energy. 

(f)) Radiant energy, the energy contained in bosons such as the moving 
photonn wavicle. 

(g)) Nuclear energy, the energy stored due to the bonding of the particles 
inn the atoms nucleus. 

(h)) Nucleus energy, the energy stored in the nucleus of the fermion such 
ass the atom. 

Complexx forms of energy, used in complex calculations and subdivided in: 
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1.. Enthalpic energy, a mixture of internal and external energies (e.g. when 
thermall  energy is added to air in a room, this thermal energy results in the 
airr expanding). 

2.. Caloric energy, the amount of internal energy that wil l flow between two 
reservoirs.. Caloric energy cannot be completely converted into external 
energy.. It can be split up into two parts for analysis. 

3.. Helmholtz energy, the part of caloric energy that could be converted into 
externall  energy in a future process. 

4.. Bound energy, the part of internal energy or caloric energy that cannot be 
convertedd into external energy. 

5.. Gibbs energy, Helmholtz energy plus expansion energy. 

6.. Exergic energy, external energy plus Helmholtz energy. 

7.. Cogen energy, external energy plus caloric energy. 

Al ll  the above is meant to give a complete overview of the variegate forms of energy 
definedd in Physics. As far as common sense is concerned, though, the following forms 
off  energy are probably (more than) enough, as they refer to the energy pertaining to 
bodiess of "normal size": 

1.. Kinetic energy, energy possessed by a body because of its motion. 

2.. Potential energy, energy possessed by a body because of its position. 

3.. Gravitational energy, energy possessed by a body because of its mass or, more 
commonly,, its weight. 

4.. Magnetic energy, the energy possessed by some metallic bodies. 

5.. Electrical energy, the energy possessed by some specific materials. 

6.. Mechanical energy, the energy related to the exercion of forces. 

7.. Thermal energy, the energy related to heat. 

Definitionn 3.15 (Power) Power is energy experienced by means of time. 

Inn Physics power is measured as work divided by time. In other words, in Physics 
powerr is normally measured as the amount of force needed to produce a certain move-
mentt during a unit of time. Here, though, we want to provide a definition of power 
onlyy in terms of the adopted categories energy and time, without reference to the spa-
tiall  component present in the physical definition. We proceed in a way similar to the 
wayy in which we proceeded in defining the notion of state, as follows: 
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1.. As explained in subsection 3.3.2 we consider time as the abstraction of all the 
occurringg processes27 observed (or observable) by an observer (or a class of ob-
servers). . 

2.. Al l such processes transfer and/or transform the totality of energy28. 

3.. Any given (actually occurring) process transfers and/or transforms a part of the 
totalityy of energy. Now, the comparison (in mathematical terms, the division) 
betweenn the totality of energy transferred and/or transformed by all the occurring 
processess observed (or observable) by an observer (or a class of observers) and 
thee energy transferred and/or transformed by the given process is the power of 
thee such process. 

3.4.44 Change: Direction, Transition, Period 

Thee fourth group of dimensions that emerge by combining categories of existence and 
off  experience are the dimensions that refer to change. Change can be thought either 
quantitatively,, i.e. as direction, or qualitatively, i.e. as transition, or temporally, i.e. as 
period.. We give here a closer look at each of these dimensions. 

Definitionn 3.16 (Direction) Direction is change experienced by means of quantity. 

Changee usually occurs in some degree. In the most general terms, such degree may 
eitherr be an increase or a decrease, relative to some fixed reference point. There are, 
off  course, a lot of multivalued changes. For instance, movement has infinite direction-
alitiess and at least six of them are usually recognized as fundamental ones: upward, 
downward,, forward, backward, leftward, rightward. The oscillation of a pendulum, for 
instance,, is either in the direction leftward-rightward-leftward or in the in the oppo-
sitee direction rightward-leftward-rightward, depending on which of its two main loca-
tions299 is consideredd as the "first" one. Now, making a choice concerning the direction 
off  a pendulum's oscillation may look like a rather useless exercise. But it - surprisingly 
-- has rather dramatic consequences, when, for instance, two pendulums are connected. 
Lett us assume that two pendulums, connected by a spring, are deviated by identical 
angless to the left and then released. Oscillating, they do not change the length of the 
springg (i.e. we can assume that there is no spring at all), so there is no transfer of 
energyy from one pendulum to another. Such synchronous oscillation is called normal. 

277 For the use of the notion of process here see the relative footnote in subsection 3.3.2. 
288 Einstein energy, as indicated above among the forms of simple energy. 
299 We call here main locations of a pendulum what in Physics are normally called thee states of the pendulum 

(i.e.. the two locations where the pendulum is at rest). 
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Thee second normal mode can be demonstrated if we deviate the pendulums by equal 
angles,, but inn the opposite directions. If we release the pendulums simultaneously, they 
wil ll  oscillate by such a way that their movements will be a mirror reflections of each 
other.. In such an oscillation the spring is stretched and compressed periodically and 
consequentlyy it influences the pendulum's motion. 
Whateverr the assumed scale, the direction of change refers to change as a positive or 
negativee amount (i.e. increase or decrease) relative to some reference point. 

Definitionn 3.17 (Transition) Transition is change experienced by means of quality. 

Ass explained in subsection 3.3, the (physical) world (or most of it) seems to be charac-
terizedd by a continuous flow of energy, through matter and space. The category change 
is,, therefore, adopted in order to distinguish what is (experienced as) changing from 
whatt is (experienced as being) stable. A transition is the quality of change. For in-
stance,, qualitatively speaking, the change of a pendulum's swinging is its oscillation 
throughh all its locations. In other words the transition of the pendulum is a movement, 
i.e.. translocation, i.e. a change of location. 
Itt must be noted that the notion of transition is the conceptual counterpart of the no-
tionn of causal context, which has extensively be used in the philosophical literature on 
causation30.. All transitions may have causal bearing, because they bring change that is 
relevantt to the situation under analysis. All other changes are not considered as poten-
tiall  causes, because they form the (normal) background conditions of the transition. 

Definitionn 3.18 (Period) Period is change experienced by means of time. 

AA temporal perspective on change defines a period. For instance, the period of a pen-
dulumm is its oscillation, i.e. its movement from one of its main locations31 to the other 
andd backward, considered under a temporal perspective. Such temporal perspective 
hass either of the following two meanings: 

1.. either the pendulum's oscillation is used as temporal reference, i.e. as a measure 
off  time; 

2.. or the pendulum's complete oscillation is measured by means of another period, 
e.g.. the period of another pendulum, or the period of the Sun apparent movement, 
orr the period of a clepsydra 

30See,, for instance, section 2.5.1 on Mackie. 
311 We call here main locations of a pendulum what in Physics are normally called the states of the pendulum 

(i.e.. the two locations where the pendulum is at rest). 
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3.4.55 Life: Sensitivity, Instinct, Age 

Thee fifth group of dimensions that emerge by combining categories of existence and 
off  experience are the dimensions that refer to life. Life can be thought either quantita-
tively,, i.e. as sensitivity, or qualitatively, i.e. as instinct, or temporally, i.e. as age. We 
givee here a closer look at each of these dimensions. 

Definitionn 3.19 (Sensitivity) Sensitivity is life experienced by means of quantity. 

Wee take here the term sensitivity as it is used in physiology, i.e. to indicate the re-
sponsivenesss to external stimuli32. The level of such responsiveness is the quantity of 
life. . 

Definitionn 3.20 (Instinct) Instinct is life experienced by means of quality. 

Thee term instinct is here taken in a bio-physiological sense, i.e. to indicate an inborn 
patternn of behavior often responsive to specific stimuli. The specificity of the stimuli 
iss what makes the difference. For instance, pinching a plant is the wrong stimulus for 
testingg its sensitivity, due to the quality of life pertaining to plants. In order to test 
thee sensitivity of a plant other types of stimuli must be used, which are appropriate to 
thee instincts of the plant (e.g. giving it water and wait for it to drink it). On the other 
hand,, pinching an animal is a very appropriate way of testing its sensitivity (i.e. its 
quantityy of life), because animals have inborn patterns of behavior (i.e. instincts) that 
aree definitely responsive to pinches. 

Definitionn 3.21 (Age) Age is life experience by time. 

AA temporal perspective on lif e defines age, which is a very specific form of period. In 
otherr words, age is lif e (or, rather, the process of living) contrasted against the abstrac-
tionn of all the occurring processes. 

3.4.66 Will : Intentionality , Representational Content, Enactment 

Thee fifth and last group of dimensions that emerge by combining categories of exis-
tencee and of experience are the dimensions that refer to will . Will can be thought either 
quantitatively,, i.e. as intentionality, or qualitatively, i.e. as representational content, or 
temporally,, i.e. as enactment. We give here a closer look at each of these dimensions: 

322 We consider the mechanistic sense of this term as metaphorical, i.e. when sensitivity is referred to the 
abilityy of physical objects to respond to physical stimuli or to register small physical amounts or differences, 
e.g.. "a galvanometer of extreme sensitivity". 
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Definitionn 3.22 (Intentionality ) Intentionality is will  experienced by means of quan-
tity. tity. 

Thee notion of intentionality is a creature of philosophical history. It has been studied 
att large in XX century western philosophy both by analytic and continental philosoph-
icall  traditions. Differences in approach, vocabulary, and background assumptions have 
madee dialogue between these two traditions difficult. However, while these traditions 
havee developed without a great deal of intercommunication, they do have common 
sourcess (e.g. [Brentano, 1874]), and have come to focus on issues concerning the rela-
tionshipp of consciousness and intentionality that are recognizably similar. 
Heree we are not going into the details of the discussion concerning this concept. We are 
justt opportunistically taking the term and defining it by means of two of the adopted 
categories.. In our system intentionality is taken to indicate a quantity of will . 
Forr the interested reader a - philosophically speaking! - fairly recent starting point on 
intentionalityy is [Searle, 1992]. 

Definitionn 3.23 (Representational Content) Representational Content is will  experi-
encedenced by means of quality. 

Qualitativelyy speaking will is characterized by its object or representational content. 
Specificc forms of wil l are related to specific objects. For instance, greed, is the desire 
too acquire (ever more) material wealth (where material wealth is the representational 
content);; libido is the desire for sex (where sex is the representational content); ambi-
tionn is a strong drive for success (where success is the representational content). In the 
mostt general case, though, the representational content of wil l are (particular) events, 
whichh an agent knows/believes will happen or desires/intends to bring about. 

Definitionn 3.24 (Enactment) Enactment is will  experienced by means of time. 

Enactmentt indicates the realization of will . In particular, it represents the consequences 
off  the realization of the representational content on the mind of the person that holds 
suchh representational content. Such realization is temporally connoted. In other words, 
thee same representational content considered in the past has a different nature than if 
itit  is considered for the future. For instance, the intent (which reflects a certain degree 
off  intentionality) to eat three big portions of Tiramisu in row (which is the representa-
tionall  content of the intent) is an accomplishment or a failure, if considered in the past 
(i.e.. if it is already positively or negatively realized33); while this same intent (i.e. to 
eatt three big portions of Tiramisü in row) is a goal, if considered for the future (i.e. if 

333 The term realization may be substituted for the philosophical term determination, which is neutral with 
respectt to negation. 
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itit  is not yet realized at all). 
Thee notion of enactment has its roots in the work of phenomenologists such as Merleau-
Pontyy and Saussure, who tried to define the experiential relation between an individual 
andd its environment, especially for what concerns communication. Just as intention-
alityy and representational content, the notion of enactment is a chiefly philosophical 
notion,, which arises from a conscious analysis of consciousness. In this sense, all three 
indicatedd notions are hardly comparable to notions defined by research in Psychology. 
Ass opposed to Philosophy, in Psychology unconscious processes play an important role 
inn the definition of consciousness. 
Moree recently, a number of other disciplines (e.g. cognitive psychology, linguistics and 
speechh act theory) have adopted the notion of enactment to overcome the difficulties 
impliedd by the classical (sharp) distinction between subjective and objective elements 
off  experience or communication (see [Boylan and Mari, 1998], [Reid, 1996]). 

3.4.77 Conclusive remarks on the dimensions 
Inn this section we have defined eighteen dimensions in terms of the six categories of 
existencee and the three categories of experience adopted in Section 3.3. The following 
dimensionss have been defined: 

1.. Volume, form, location (space related). 

2.. Mass, material, state (matter related). 

3.. Work, energy-form, power (energy related). 

4.. Direction, transition, period (change related). 

5.. Sensitivity, instinct, age (lif e related). 

6.. Intentionality, representational content, enactment (wil l related). 

Thee above dimensions may also be used as roots of specialization hierarchies, where 
moree specific notions are used for defining dimensions that are specific for particular 
domainss of applications. In the following section we look at how the above dimensions 
mayy be combined in order to define the entities and the relations needed for modelling 
casee descriptions and detecting causal relations. 

3.55 The entities 

Byy means of the dimensions we define the entities and the relations between them. 
Wee proceed as follows: first we introduce the definitions of physical entity, object, 
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organismm and process; we then define mental entity, thought and mental process; we 
finallyfinally  concentrate on the notions of occurrence, situation, event. 

Figuree 3.9: Entity 

3.5.11 Physical entity 

Thee dimensions that stem from the categories of physical and biological existence (i.e. 
space,, matter, energy, change and life) provide us with the necessary terminology for 
definingg physical entities. We define physical entity as follows. 

Definitionn 3.25 (Physical entity) Physical entity is an entity experienced by means of 
onee or more of the following dimensions: volume, form, location, mass, material, state, 
work,work, energy-form, power, direction, transition,period, sensitivity, instinct, age. 

Thee class physical entity is represented in Protégé-2000 as an abstract subclass of 
entityy with no slots. As show in figure 3.10, there are three main physical entities: 
objects,, organisms and processes. On the one hand, an object is experienced by means 
off  the dimensions that stem from the categories space and matter, which constitute the 
staticstatic aspects of our physical experience. On the other hand, a process is experienced 
byy means of the dimensions stemming from the categories energy and change, which 
constitutee the dynamic aspects of our physical experience34. On the third hand... there 
aree the dimensions stemming from the category life. In principle, though, there is no 
thirdd hand: something is either static or dynamic, tertium non daturl This means that 
thee dimensions stemming from the category lif e (which definitely constitutes an aspect 
off  our physical experience) should either be considered as part of our experience of 

34I tt should be noted that in contemporary Physics objects contain distributions of matter and energy and 
thatt processes change both distributions. In other words, Physics has (partially) blurred the conceptual 
distinctionn between object and process. For common sense, though, this distinction is still quite fundamental 
andd rather useful. 
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Figuree 3.10: Physical Entity 

objectss or as part of our experience of processes. Both these options are legitimate. 
Onn one side, we may hold the view that lif e is a constitutive property of a particular 
typee of objects, i.e. organisms or, more specifically, cells. On the other hand, though, 
wee may want to stress the fact that life itself is a process-like notion, which generates 
dimensionss that ought to be used in the description of a particular type of processes. 
Inn this dissertation we adopt a combination of these two views and (unparsimoniously) 
definee a third type of entity, the organisms, which are experienced by the dimensions 
stemmingg from the category life. In other words, we consider the dimensions stemming 
fromm the category lif e as pertaining to the description of organisms. 

Objectt  and its types 

Inn the most generic terms an object is (often) defined as a tangible and visible physical 
entity35,, i.e. as an entity that can be experienced by means of specific types of sensa-
tions.. In this sort of definitions the role of experience is central to the notion of object. 
Similarly,, by means of the systems of categories adopted in section 3.3, we have "en-
capsulated""  in the definition of dimensions both an existential (or ontological) and an 
experientiall  (or epistemological) side. This provides us with a series of terms that can 
noww be directly used in the definition of a notion of object that in part refers to our 
experience,, just as the definition above. We define object as follows. 

Wordnett 1.7.1 
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Definitionn 3.26 (Object) Object is a physical entity which is experienced by means of 
alll  of the following dimensions: volume, form, location, mass, material, state. 

Objectt is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of physical entity with 
dimensions. . 
Ass shown in figure 3.10, the value of a dimension may belong to one out of three differ-
entent types of values: instance, string or integer. While the value instance is really meant 
too be an instance of the indicated class, string and integer are only meant as indicative 
typess of the value that a dimensions might have (i.e. symbolic and numeric values). 
Byy no means, though, do we mean to give precise indications regarding the values that 
thosee dimensions should take in general. The fact is that Ontoviz, the graphic tool of 
Protégé-2000,, does not allow to "screen off" the value types, when designing the fig-
ures.. We therefore chose to give to each dimension the most generic and, at the same 
time,, most plausible type of value offered by Protégé-2000. 
Here,, though, we are interested in highlighting the relations that hold between the di-
mensionss of an object, rather than specifying how such dimensions are measured. On 
thee one hand, there are structural constraints between the dimensions of an object. It 
shouldd be emphasized that structural constraints are viewed as non causal relations: 
theyy express what in qualitative reasoning terms are called proportionalities36. On the 
otherr hand, there are typological relations. 

Structura ll  constraints Given the six dimensions indicated above, the number of com-
binations,, that give raise to specific proportionalities, may be very high. Dom-
inantt clusters of proportionalities, though, may be identified, that correspond to 
specificc types of constraints. These are the subject of study of specialistic fields 
orr subfields. The following two clusters are definitely relevant ones: physical 
constraints,, chemical constraints. Furthermore granularity levels may be defined 
basedd on the structural constraints between groups of dimensions. Granularity 
levelss indicate what are thee dimensions of an object that first are lost when con-
sideringg the objects that constitute it (called its grains). For instance, atoms are 
objectss but do not have a state or a material because they belong to a granularity 
levell  where only mass and location are admissible dimensions of a physical ob-
ject. . 
Otherr clusters may be defined, which describe structural constraints of a hybrid 
naturee (e.g. physical-chemical constraints). 

Typologicall  relations Typological relations37 define the order of importance of di-
mensions.. Ordering dimensions has two meanings: 

36Seee subsection 2.5.2 
37Oftenn called 'points of view' in the AI literature 
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Onn the one hand, the ordering of dimensions defines the criterion (or the 
criteria)) of identification of objects. For instance, one common-sensical 
criterionn of identification for (or constraint for the individuation of) objects 
iss their location: every object has a location (somewhere in the Universe), 
noo two (or more) objects can be at the same location at the same time 
(unlesss there is a mereological relation between them) and no object can 
bee in two locations at the same time. This may suggest that location is at 
thee top of the ordering of the dimensions of objects. If no other infomation 
aboutt the value of the other dimensions of an object is available, then its 
locationn is often considered as the ultimate source of information for its 
identifyingg it.lt must be noted that we take this as a purely speculative 
conclusion,, in the sense that there are as many arguments in favor of the 
adoptionn of location as criterion of identification of objects as there are 
against.. Anyway, whatever the most correct solution might be, the criterion 
off  identity should be at the top of the typological relation. 

Onn the other hand, the rest of the ordering provides the basis for the defini-
tionn of taxonomies of objects, based on ranges of values for the ordered di-
mensions.. Figure 3.11 provides an example of a taxonomy based on the fol-
lowingg ordering:< location; mass; volume, material, state; form >38 

Thee taxonomy must therefore be read as follows: 

(a)) All objects are equivalent for what concerns their location, which is 
alsoo their criterion of identification. In other words, by only knowing 
thee location of an object nothing may be inferred regarding its type. 

(b)) Objects with a mass higher then a fixed value, say zero, are con-
centratedcentrated objects, as opposed to distributed objects which have mass 
equall  to zero39. 

(c)) Concentrated objects, depending of the combined values of their ma-
terial,terial, volume and state, are either solid, liquid or gaseous; whereas 
distributedd objects are waves. 

(d)) Solid objects, depending on their form, may either have a recognizable 
(orr even a regular) structure or be chaotic40 . 

388 Note that dimensions separated by a semicolon belong to different levels of the ordering, while dimen-
sionss separated by a colon belong to the same level. 

39Objectss with a mass less than zero are particles of anti-matter, which is not really a typical common 
sensee concept, though, and we therefore do not discuss it here. 

400 An alternative name for these objects might be amorphus 

http://it.lt
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Liquidd Object Solid Object Gas Object Wave Object 

Figuree 3.11: Object Types 

Organismm and its types 

Inn the most generic terms an organism is (often) defined as a living entity that has 
developedd or can develop the ability to act or to function independently41. Just as for 
thee notion of object, we are able to provide here a modular definition of the notion of 
organismm by means of the dimensions pertaining to the category life, as follows. 

Definitionn 3.27 (Organism) Organism is a physical entity which is experienced by 
meansmeans of all of the following dimensions: sensitivity, instinct, age. Every organism has 
aa fixed relation with an object, called the organism's body*2. 

Organismm is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of physical entity with 
dimensionss and slots. 
Ass shown in figure 3.10, the value of a dimension may belong to one out of three differ-
entt types of values: instance, string or integer. While the value instance is really meant 
too be an instance of the indicated class, string and integer are only meant as indicative 

41Wordnett 1.7.1 
42Thee organism is different from its body in the sense that the organism is the set of all the aspects of a 

bodyy which fall under the notion of life, adopted here as a category of existence. The dimensions stemming 
fromm this category could very well, though, be considered as attributes of objects rather than as attributes of 
aa different physical entity. 
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typess of the value that a dimensions might have (i.e. symbolic and numeric values). 
Byy no means, though, do we mean to give precise indications regarding the values that 
thosee dimensions should take in general. The fact is that Ontoviz, the graphic tool of 
Protégé-2000,, does not allow to "screen off" the value types, when designing the fig-
ures.. We therefore chose to give to each dimension the most generic and, at the same 
time,, most plausible type of value offered by Protégé-2000. 
Here,, though, we are interested in highlighting the relations that hold between the di-
mensionss of a It should be emphasized that structural constraints are viewed as non 
causall  relations: they express what in qualitative reasoning terms are called propor-
tionalities43.. On the other hand, there are typological relations. 

Structura ll  constraints Given the three dimensions indicated above, there are some 
combinations,, that give raise to specific proportionalities. Dominant clusters of 
proportionalities,, though, may be identified, that correspond to specific types 
off  constraints. These are the subject of study of specialistic fields or subfields. 
Thee following cluster is definitely relevant: biological constraints. Other clusters 
mayy be defined, which describes structural relations of a hybrid nature. 

Typologicall  relations Typological relations44 define the order of importance of di-
mensions.. Ordering dimensions has two meanings: 

1.. On the one hand, the ordering of dimensions defines the criterion (or the 
criteria)) of identification of organisms. Here we take the body of an organ-
ismm to be its criteria of identification. This means that the location of the 
bodyy of the organism is at the top of the ordering. 

2.. On the other hand, the rest of the ordering provides the basis for the defini-
tionn of taxonomies of organisms, based on ranges of values for the ordered 
dimensions.. Figure 3.12 provides an example of such a taxonomy based on 
thee following ordering:< body, age; sensitivity] instinct >45 

Thee taxonomy must therefore be read as follows: 

(a)) All organisms are equivalent for what concerns their body and age, 
whichh are also their criteria of identification. In other words, by only 
knowingg the body of an organism (i.e. ultimately its location, as bodies 
aree objects) or its age nothing may be inferred regarding its type. 

433 See subsection 2.5.2 
^Oftenn called 'points of view' in the AI literature 
455 Note that dimensions separated by a semicolon belong to different levels of the ordering, while dimen-

sionss separated by a colon belong to the same level. 
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(b)) Among the organisms, and depending on their sensitivity (i.e. quantity 
off  life), we distinguish between those which are insensitive and those 
thatt are sensitive. 

(c)) Among the sensitive organisms, depending on their instincts, i.e. on 
thee types of stimuli they react to, we distinguish between vegetative 
objectsobjects and agents. 

Thee last two types of agents shown in figure 3.12 (i.e. animal and human) are defined 
byy means of a relation that such agents have with mental entities (which are introduced 
inn the following subsection). Human agents, for instance, have a relation called mind 
withh mental entities. By such relation human agents may hold in their mind various 
typess of mental entities, such as, beliefs, desires, intents (see figures 3.15 and 3.16 and 
relativee explanations). 

Insensitivee Organism Sensitive Organism 

Figuree 3.12: Organism Types 
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Processs and its types 

AA process is generically understood as a sustained phenomenon or one marked by 
graduall  changes46. Just as for the notion of object we are able to provide here a modular 
definitionn of the notion of process, as follows. 

Definitionn 3.28 (Process) Process is a physical entity experienced by means of all of 
thethe following dimensions: work, energy-form, power, direction, transition, period. 

Processs is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of physical entity with 
dimensions. . 
Ass shown in figure 3.10, the value of a dimension may belong to one out of three differ-
entt types of values: instance, string or integer. While the value instance is really meant 
too be an instance of the indicated class, string and integer are only meant as indicative 
typess of the value that a dimensions might have (i.e. symbolic and numeric values). 
Byy no means, though, do we mean to give precise indications regarding the values that 
thosee dimensions should take in general. The fact is that Ontoviz, the graphic tool of 
Protégé-2000,, does not allow to "screen off' the value types, when designing the fig-
ures.. We therefore chose to give to each dimension the most generic and, at the same 
time,, most plausible typee of value offered by Protégé-2000. 
Here,, though, we are interested in highlighting the relations that hold between the di-
mensionss of a process, rather than specifying how such dimensions are measured. It 
shouldd be emphasized that structural constraints are viewed as non causal relations: 
theyy express what in qualitative reasoning terms are called proportionalities47. On the 
otherr hand, there are typological relations. 

Structura ll  constraints Given the six dimensions indicated above, the number of com-
binations,, that give rise to specific proportionalities, may be very high. Domi-
nantt clusters of proportionalities, though, may be identified, that correspond to 
specificc types of relations. These are the subject of study of specialists fields 
orr subfields. The following two clusters are relevant ones: dynamical con-
straints48,, entropie constraints. Other clusters may be defined, which describe 
structurall  relations of a hybrid nature. 

Typologicall  relations Typological relations49 define the orders of importance of di-
mensions.. Also for processes the ordering of dimensions has two meanings: 

466 Wordnet 1.7.1 
47Seee subsection 2.5.2 
488 Where the term 'dynamic' is here taken to refer to the study of forces, as in physics. 
49Oftenn called 'points of view' in the AI literature 
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1.. On the one hand, the ordering of dimensions defines the criterion (or the cri-
teria)) of identification of processes. For instance, the following dimensions 
mayy here be taken as reasonable criteria of identification for processes: pe-
riod,riod, power, work and energy-form. No two (or more) physical processes 
cann occur during the same period, having the same power, deploying the 
samee amount of energy and in the same energy-form. This means that the 
dimensionss period, power, work and energy-form are at the top of the or-
deringg of dimensions. 

2.. On the other hand, the rest of thee ordering provides the basis for the defini-
tionn of taxonomies of processes, such as the one shown in figure 3.14. Such 
taxonomyy is based on the following ordering:< period, power\ work, 
energyenergy — form; transition; direction >50 

Thee taxonomy must therefore be read as follows: 

(a)) Al l processes are equivalent for what concerns their period, power, 
workwork and energy-form, which are also their criterion of identification. 
Inn other words by only knowing the period, the power, the work and 
thee energy-form of a process nothing can be inferred concerning its 
type. . 

(b)) Three main types of processes may be distinguished depending on 
whetherr their transition pertains to the dimensions of an object (physi-
call  process), of an organism (biological process) or of a thought (men-
tall  process). 

(c)) Furthermore, depending on their specific transition, physical processes 
belongg to either the following types: translocation, i.e. changes in an 
object'ss location; gravitation i.e. changes in an object's mass; transub-
stantiation,stantiation, i.e. changes in an object's combined values of material, 
volumevolume and state; transformation, i.e. changes in an object's form. 
Biologicall  processes are either sensitization, i.e. changes in an organ-
ism'ss sensitivity; or aging, i.e. changes in an organism's age51. Mental 
processess yield too various subtypes (which we illustrate in the next 
subsection). . 

(d)) Depending on their direction, each of the above type of process may 
bee further distinguished in two or more subtypes, as shown in figure 
3.14:: translocations may be distinguished, for instance, in longitudinal 

500 Note that dimensions separated by a semicolon belong to different levels of the ordering, while dimen-
sionss separated by a colon belong to the same level 

511 As far as changes in an organism's instinct are concerned, one may think of a process such as education 
evenn though some scientific concept of this type should exist Being in doubt we leave this issue aside. 
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andd latitudinal; gravitation in aggregation and disgregation; transub-
stantiationss in analysis and synthesis; transformations in information 
andd deformation; sensitization vitalization and devitalization; aging 
apparentlyy only has one direction. 

Furthermore,, a group of relations that have relevant bearing on causation are temporal 
relations.relations. These relate the period of two or more processes and are represented in 
Protégé-20000 as a slot, pertaining to the class event (see definition 3.34). 

Figuree 3.13: Process Types (a) 

Vitalizattonn Devitalization Deformation Information Synthesis Analysis Longitudinal Latitudinal Oisgregatlon Aggregation 

Figuree 3.14: Process Types (b) 

3.5.22 Mental Entity 

Thee dimensions that stem from the categories of psychological existence (i.e. will ) 
providee us with the necessary terminology for defining mental entities. We define a 
mentall  entity as follows. 
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Definitionn 3.29 (Mental entity) Mental entity is either: 

1.1. An entity experienced by means of one or more of the following dimensions: 
intentionality,intentionality, representational content and enactment. 

2.2. Or a process that has either of the following dimensions as transition: intention-
ality,ality, representational content and enactment. 

Thee class mental entity is represented in Protégé-2000 as an abstract subclass of entity 
withh no slots. 
Theree are two main mental entities: thought and mental process. In the following we 
illustratee each of this entities in more detail. 

Mentall Process 
Energy-Formm j 

Work k 
Direction n 
Period d 

Transitionn | Instance 
Powerr ! 

String g 
Integer r 

String g 
Integer r 
Dimension n 

Integer r 

Thought t 
Enactment t String g 

Representationall Content | Instance | Event 
Intentionality y Integer r 

Figuree 3.15: Mental Entity 

Thoughtt  and its types 

Thoughtt is often understood as the content of some cognitive state. Just as for the case 
off  the notion of object we are able to provide here a modular definition of the notion of 
thought,, as follows. 

Definitionn 3.30 (Thought) Thought is a mental entity which is experienced by means 
ofof all of the following dimensions: intentionality, representational content and enact-
ment. ment. 

Thoughtt is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of mental entity with 
dimensions. . 
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Ass shown in figure 3.15, the value of a dimension may belong to one out of three differ-
entt types of values: instance, string or integer. While the value instance is really meant 
too be an instance of the indicated class, string and integer are only meant as indicative 
typess of the value that a dimensions might have (i.e. symbolic and numeric values). 
Byy no means, though, do we mean to give precise indications regarding the values that 
thosee dimensions should take in general. The fact is that Ontoviz, the graphic tool of 
Protégé-2000,, does not allow to "screen off" the value types, when designing the fig-
ures.. We therefore chose to give to each dimension the most generic and, at the same 
time,, most plausible type of value offered by Protégé-2000. 
Here,, though, we are interested in highlighting the relations that hold between the di-
mensionss of a thought, rather than specifying how such dimensions are measured. It 
shouldd be emphasized that structural constraints are viewed as non causal relations: 
theyy express what in qualitative reasoning terms are called proportionalities52. On the 
otherr hand, there are typological relations. 

Structura ll  constraints Given the three dimensions indicated above, there are a few 
combinations,, that give rise to specific proportionalities. An example of such 
clusterss might be, for instance, the cluster of psychoanalytical relations between 
thee (type of) representational content of thoughts and their level of intentional-
ity.. For instance, it has extensively been argued in favor of the idea that there is 
aa structural constraint between the representational content 'killin g one's father' 
andd the level of intentionality of such thought: this thought is (by psychoanalyt-
icall  standards) usually at least a desire. 

Typologicall  relations Typological relations53 define the orders of importance of di-
mensions.. Also for thoughts the ordering of dimensions has two meanings: 

1.. On the one hand, the ordering of dimensions defines the criterion (or the 
criteria)) of identification of thoughts. For instance, the criteria of identifica-
tionn for thoughts generally is their representational content: two (or more) 
thoughtss with the same representational content are the same thought. The 
mostt compelling example in this sense are numbers. It is generally be-
lievedd that when two different thinkers are both thinking, for instance, the 
numberr three, they are having the same thought. For this reason numbers 
aree (considered to be) such an effective means of transmitting information. 
Forr all other representational contents it is much more difficult to deter-
minee whether they are (exactly) the same. The general assumptions holds, 

Seee subsection 2.5.2 
Oftenn called 'points of view* in the AI literature 
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though,, that (comparatively) equal representational contents identify (com-
paratively)) equal thoughts54. 
Givenn the above, the dimension representational content may be put at the 
topp of the ordering of the dimensions of thought. 

Onn the other hand, the rest of the ordering provides the basis for the defi-
nitionn of taxonomies of thoughts, such as the one shown in figure 3.16. In 
thiss case the taxonomy is based on the following ordering: 
<< representationalcontent; intentionality] enactment >55 

Forr the branch of thought, the taxonomy must therefore be read as follows: 

(a)) Al l thoughts are equivalent for what concerns their representational 
content.content. In other words by only knowing the representational content 
off  a thought nothing can be inferred concerning its type. 

(b)) Depending of their degree of intentionality, thoughts are either: belief, 
i.e.. a thought with a medium degree of intentionality; desire, i.e. a 
thoughtt with a higher degree of intentionality; intent, i.e. a thought 
withh a maximal degree of intentionality. 

(c)) Finally, depending on their enactment, each of the above types of 
thoughtt may be further distinguished in two (or more) subtypes, as 
shownn in figure 3.16: belief may, for instance, be distinguished in 
memory,memory, when referred to the past, and foresight, when referred to the 
future;; desire may be distinguished satisfaction!dissatisfaction, when 
referredd to the past, and in wish, when referred to the future; intent 
mayy be distinguished in accomplishment/failure, when referred to the 
past,, and goal, when referred to the future. 

Mentall  Process and its types 

Ass mentioned above mental processes form a special type of processes. On the one 
hand,, they are described by the same dimensions as physical and biological processes 
(i.e.. work, energy-form, power, direction, main transition, period): mental processes 
actuallyy are physical processes, in the sense that they (must) have some physical coun-
terpart.. On the other hand, though, they are also mental entities, because their transi-
tionss pertain to the dimensions of thoughts rather than of objects or organisms. In other 
words,, mental processes unify the types of entities that are generally considered as 

^This,, anyway, is a problem of measurement, rather than a problem of conceptual definition. 
555 Note that dimensions separated by a semicolon belong to different levels of the ordering, while dimen-

sionss separated by a colon belong to the same level. 
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Accomplishment/Failuree Goal Wish Dis/Satisfaction Memory Foresight 

Figuree 3.16: Thought Types 

Realizationn Reconsideration Action Compulsion Apprehesion Conception 

Figuree 3.17: Mental Process Types 
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characterizingg the notion of agency: physical (in its broad sense, including biological) 
andd mental entities56. 

Definitionn 331 (Mental process) Mental process is both a mental entity and a physi-
calcal process which has either of the following dimensions as its transition: intentionality, 
representationalrepresentational content and enactment. 

Mentall  process is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of mental entity 
andd of physical process with dimensions. 
Justt as for the dimensions of physical processes, also those of mental processes may 
bee related to one another. On the one hand, there are structural constraints between 
suchh dimensions. It should be emphasized that structural constraints are viewed as non 
causall  relations: they express what in qualitative reasoning terms are called proportion-
alities57.. On the other hand, there are typological relations. 

Structurall  constraints Structural constraints express the proportionalities58 between 
thee values of different dimensions of the same (mental) process. As we have al-
readyy seen for physical processes, dominant clusters of proportionalities may be 
identified,, that correspond to specific types of relations (e.g. dynamical and en-
tropicc relations). For the case of mental processes there might exist specific types 
off  structural constraints between, for instance, the transition (e.g. intentionality) 
andd the work (i.e. the amount of physical energy that can be deployed). For 
instance,, if one is held prisoner there is a proportionality between one's intent to 
brakee down the door of one's cell and the amount of energy one is able to deploy 
(ass a consequence of this intent) in trying to brake it down. 

Typologicall  relations The typological relation for mental processes is the same as for 
process.. Also for mental processes the ordering of dimensions has two meanings: 

1.. On the one hand, the ordering of dimensions defines the criterion (or the 
criteria)) of identification of processes. 

2.. On the other hand, thee rest of the ordering provides the basis for the defini-
tionn of taxonomies of processes. Figure 3.17 shows an example of a taxon-
omyy based on the ordering < period, power, work, energy — form; 
transition;transition; direction > when the process applies to a thought. The tax-
onomyy must be read as follows: 

566 See section 2.6 
577 See subsection 2.5.2 
588 In Qualitative Reasoning terms, see subsection 2.5.2 
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(a)) Just as physical processes, mental processes are equivalent for what 
concernss their period, power, work and energy-form which are also 
theirr physical criterion of identification. 

(b)) Three main types of processes may be distinguished depending on 
whetherr their transition pertains to the dimensions of an object (physi-
call  process), of an organism (biological process) or of a thought (men-
tall  process). 

(c)) Depending on their specific transition, mental processes are either: 
imaginations,imaginations, i.e. changes in thoughts' representational contents; vo-
litions,litions, i.e. changes in thoughts' intentionality; determinations, i.e. 
changess in thoughts' enactment. 

(d)) Depending on their direction, each of the above type of process may be 
furtherr distinguished in two or more subtypes, as shown in figure 3.17. 
Imaginationss may, for instance, be distinguished in apprehensions, 
mentall  processes with direction from the world to the mind, and con-
ceptions,ceptions, mental processes with direction from the mind to the world; 
volitions,, may, for instance, be distinguished in compulsions, uncon-
trollablee changes in thoughts' intentionality, and actions, controllable 
changess in thoughts' intentionality; finally, determinations may, for 
instance,, be distinguished in reconsiderations, (attempts at) changing 
enactedd thoughts, and realizations, (attempts at) enacting thoughts. 

3.5.33 Occurrence 

Thee third and last type of entity that we represent here is occurrence. We define an 
occurrencee as follows. 

Definitionn 332 (Occurrence) Occurrence is a reified relation between objects, pro-
cesses,cesses, thoughts and/or occurrences. 

Occurrencee is represented in Protégé-2000 as an abstract subclass of entity with no 
slots.. Before proceeding to the presentation of the adopted occurrences, a few words 
mustt be spent on the notion of reification. Philosophically, logically and AI-likel y 
speakingg a relation is said to be reified when it has the same ontological status as the 
entitiess that it relates: a reified relation is just as real as its relata. Reified relations are, 
soo to speak, out there and they may, therefore, have instances and/or identifiers of their 
own. . 
AA metaphorical way of grasping the difference between a reified and a non reified 
relationn is by thinking about two connected physical objects; as follows: 
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Event t 
Occurenoe-off | Instance 
Subject t 

Actor r 
Actt | 

|| Instance | 
jj Instance 

Instance** | 

|| Process 
Object t 

1 1 Volition n 

Situation n 
Mereologicall Relations | Instance* | Object 
Topologicall Relations | Instance* | Object 

Structurall constraints Instance e 
Physicall Entity 
Mentall Entity 

Figuree 3.18: Occurrence 
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1.. On the one hand, if there is a connection between two physical objects, then 
theree is a connector between the two. The connector exists as a separate entity, 
i.e.. it has the same ontological status of the two connected objects and it exists 
independentlyy of them. In this sense, connection is a reified relation. 

2.. On the other hand, though, considering the very point (or area) of contact be-
tweenn the connector and one of the two connected objects, intuition tells that 
theree must be (at least) a complementarity relation between the two: the connec-
torr and the object (by definition must) fit. Such complementarity, though, has a 
differentt ontological status than the connector and the object: it is not as real as 
them,, because it does not exists independently of the connector and the object. 
Inn this sense, (physical) complementarity is not a reified relation. 

Forr what concerns the reification of occurrences in logical and AI-lik e systems, the 
methodd of reification was proposed by Davidson [Davidson, 1980] as a solution to the 
so-calledd variable polyadicity problem. The problem is to give a formal account of the 
validityy of such inferences as: 

1.. John saw Mary in London on Tuesday. 

2.. Therefore, John saw Mary on Tuesday. 

Thee key idea proposed by Davidson is that each event-forming predicate is endowed 
withh an extra argument-place to be filled with a variable ranging over events (i.e. par-
ticularr dated occurrences). The inference above is then cast in a logical form as the 
following: : 

1.. There exist an event E such that: E is a seeing, E occurs between John and Mary, 
EE took place in London, and E was on Tuesday. 

2.2. Therefore, there exist an event E such that: E is a seeing, E occurs between John 
andd Mary, and E was on Tuesday. 

Inn this form, the inference does not require any additional logical apparatus over and 
abovee standard first-order predicate logic; on that basis, the validity of the inference 
iss considered to be explained. This approach has also been used in a computational 
context,, for instance, in the Event Calculus [Kowalski and Sergot, 1986]. 
Fromm a noetical point of view the computational advantages of reification suggests that 
certainn relations between objects and processes are just as real as objects or processes. 
Off  course, this is no proof of the fact that occurrences are ontologically anything more 
thann the objects and/or the processes related by them. It is just a suggestion that our 
experiencee of events is not simply the "sum" of the experiences of those objects and/or 
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processes.. There is something more. We are going to illustrate what this added value 
iss for the three (types of) occurrences adopted in this ontology: situation, event and 
causationn (which is treated in the next subsection). 

Situation n 

AA situation is normally seen as a set of relations that hold between the dimensions of 
onee or more objects. We define it here as follows. 

Definitionn 333 (Situation) Situation is an occurrence between one or more objects. 

Situationn is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of occurrence with slots. 
Fromm a noetical viewpoint, on the one hand, we have the set of relations and, on the 
otherr hand, we have the fact that such set holds. The fact that such set holds is pre-
ciselyy what being reified is all about! From a noetical point of view the fact that such 
setset of relations holds between some objects is just as real as the objects themselves. 
Thiss is true because in noesis the reality of the objects and/or of the set of their mutual 
relationss is relative to our experience. In other words, it is the focus of our attention 
(orr relevance) that let us experience an object or a situation as entities. In noesis there 
iss no strong ontological commitment with regard to the existence of objects. And in 
thee same way there is also no strong ontological commitment with regard to the non 
existencee of situations. They are both subject of our experience, therefore they both 
exist.exist. Hence, we may say that the ontological added value of a situation, relative to the 
relationss that are part of it, is the focus of attention in experiencing them. 
Thee relations that may hold between objects are infinitely many, both in number and 
type.. The following dominant clusters of relations may be identified, though, as impor-
tantt constituents of (the focus of our attention in experiencing) situations: structural, 
mereologicall  and topological relations. 

Structurall  constraints The simplest situation is defined by one single object and all 
itss structural constraints59. In the presence of two or more objects mereological 
andd topological relations are also relevant parts of the situation. 

Mereologicall  relations These relations relate the volume, the form and the location 
off  two (or more) objects. The principal mereological relation is the "part-of' 
relationn [Cohn and Hazarika, 2001]. 

Topologicall  relations These relations relate the locations of two (or more) objects 
[Cohnn and Hazarika, 2001], 

599 In other words, ontologically speaking there exist no empty situation, like there exist, for instance, an 
emptyy set in Set Theory. 
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Event t 

Ann event is a reified relation between a process, an object an action and an agent. We 
definee an event as follows. 

Definitionn 3 34 (Event) Event is an occurrence of a process (the occurrence) involv-
inging an object (the subject), where the process is possibly initiated by an action (the act) 
ofof an agent (the actor). 

Eventt is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of occurrence with slots. 
Justt as for situations, from a noetical viewpoint we have, on the one hand, the set of 
relationss and, on the other hand, we have the fact that they hold. The fact that set of 
relationss hold is precisely what being reified is all about! From a noetical point of view 
thee fact that such set of relations holds between the elements of an event (i.e. objects, 
processes,, actions and agents) is just as real as the elements themselves. In other words, 
itit  is the focus of our attention (i.e. or relevance) that let us experience both an event or 
aa process as entities. In noesis there is no strong ontological commitment with regard 
too the existence of processes and, in the same way, there is also no strong ontological 
commitmentt with regard to the non existence of events. They are both subject of our 
experience,, therefore they both exist. Therefore we may say that the ontological added 
valuee of an event, relative to the relations that are part of it, is the focus of attention in 
experiencingg them. 
Thee relations that may hold between an object, a process, an agent and an action are 
infinitelyy many, both in number and type. The following dominant clusters of relations 
mayy be identified, though, as important constituents of the focus of our attention in 
experiencingg events: subject, occurrence-of, actor, act. 

Subjectt  The term subject is adopted in [Lombard, 1986]. The subject of an event 
iss the object that undergoes the change brought about by the occurrence of a 
process.. Therefore, the term subject is here intended in its etymological sense, 
ass indicated by the Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary: "Subject is that 
whichh is placed under the authority, dominion, control, or influence of something 
else".. In other words, the main characteristic of the subject of an event is its 
passivity.passivity. So, for instance, in a pulling event what is pulled (a door, a trigger 
etc.)) is the subject of the event. 

Occurrencee of An event is the occurrence of a (type of) process. The process is the 
physicall  entity that brings about the change in the subject, which is changed in 
thee dimension that corresponds to the transition of the process and which changes 
forr a degree equal to the direction of the process. The event lasts for the period 
off  the process (which can be shortened, for instance, by augmenting the process' 
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power).. It deploys a quantity of energy equal to the work of the process In a 
physicall  process, the work of the process, with a rate equal to the power of the 
process,, in a form equal to the energy-form of the process. 

Actt  The occurrence of a process is always initiated by the occurrence of another (ini-
tiating)) process. The occurrence of this second process has a causal relation with 
thee initiated process, as explained below in subsection 3.6. If, though, the ini-
tiatingg process is of the type volition, then such process makes integral part of 
thee initiated event (as explained in section 2.6.1 when introducing the notion of 
proximality).proximality). In other words, an act is an action (i.e. a type of process) that ini-
tiatess another process within an event. Furthermore, in the analysis of the notion 
off  action presented in section 2.6.1, the act of an agent (the actor) was further 
analyzedd in terms of the notion of trying: the act of an event is always a trying 
andd the act is at the same time a change of intentionality (degree) of a thought in 
thee actor's mind and a change is the actor's body (mostly the actor's location). 

Actorr  An actor is the human agent whose mind has the thought (i.e. belief, desire 
and/orr intent), which is changed (in its intentionality degree) by the act, and 
whosee body is simultaneously changed too by the act. 

Temporall  relations As anticipated in subsection 3.5.1, events are described by an ad-
ditionall  (set of) slot(s) which relate(s) the period of the process to the periods 
off  the processes of other events [van Benthem, 1988]. The principal temporal 
relationn is "precede" or "before". 

3.5.44 Conclusive remarks on the entities 

Inn this section we have introduced ten entities, in terms of the eighteen dimensions 
definedd in section 3.4 or in terms of specifically introduced relations. The following 
entitiess have been defined: 

1.. Physical entity, represented as an abstract subclass of entity, with no slots. 

2.. Object, represented as a concrete subclass of physical entity, with the following 
slots:: volume, form, location, mass, material, state. 

3.. Organism, represented as a concrete subclass of physical entity, with the fol-
lowingg slots: sensitivity, instinct, age, body (i.e. a constant relation between 
ann organism and an object), mind (i.e. a relation between a particular type of 
organism,, a human agent, and one or more thoughts). 
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4.. Process, represented as a concrete subclass of physical entity, with the following 
slots:: direction, transition, period, work, energy-form, power. Three subtypes 
off  process were distinguished depending on whether they pertain to the dimen-
sionss of an object (physical process), of an organism (biological process) or of a 
thoughtt (mental process). 

5.. Mental entity, represented as an abstract subclass of entity, with no slots. 

6.. Thought, represented as a concrete subclass of mental entity, with the following 
slots:: intentionality, representational content, enactment. 

7.. Mental process, represented as a concrete subclass of mental entity and as a 
concretee subclass of process. 

8.. Occurrence, defined as a reified relation and represented as an abstract subclass 
off  entity, with no slots. 

9.. Situation, represented as a concrete subclass of occurrence, with the following 
slots:: structural constraints, mereological relations, topological relations. 

10.. Event, represented as a concrete subclass of occurrence, with the following slots: 
subject,, occurrence of, act, actor, temporal relations. 

InIn the following section we introduce the last type of occurrence treated in this disser-
tation:: causation. 

3.66 Causation 

Thee target relation is introduced in this section. We first give the general definition 
off  causation in terms of the reified relations that are involved in it. We then provide 
moree specific definitions of two main cases of causation: physical and agent causation. 
Furthermore,, we present the notions of initial and final situation. Finally, by means of 
ann example we give an overview of the expected results of using the ontology as a basis 
off  reasoning. 

Definitionn 3.35 (Causation) Causation is an occurrence of two events, the cause and 
thethe effect. 

Causationn is represented in Protégé-2000 as a concrete subclass of occurrence with 
slots. . 
Ass already illustrated at large in Chapter 2, in this dissertation (in accordance with Def-
initionn 2.6) we distinguish four main types of causation: physical, agent, interpersonal 
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andd negative causation. In Chapter 2 we anticipated that we are mainly concentrating 
onn the case of physical causation, by providing a definition of this relation. We are then 
extendingg such definition of physical causation to agent causation. We are not going to 
treatt the cases of interpersonal and negative causation. Therefore, the material relative 
too these two cases will briefly be discussed in Chapter 4 as part of the presentation of 
furtherr research objectives. 

3.6.11 Physical causation 

Physicall  causation is a type of causation and there are a number of conditions that 
mustt be met by any two considered events in order for physical causation to hold. In 
thee following we define the set of sufficient conditions that must be satisfied by the two 
eventss in order to be in a relation of physical causation. The clauses of the definitions 
willwill  be formulated by using the terms defined in the ontology. In order to better clarify 
theirr intended meaning, additional comments are provided for each clause. 

Causation n 

(( Effect J Cause 

Subjectt \ Occurence-of 

Figuree 3.19: Physical causation 

Definitionn 3.36 (Physical causation) Physical causation is causation between an event 
Ei,Ei, which is an occurrence of a physical process P\ (the occurrence of) involving an 
objectobject 0\ (the subject), and event E2, which is an occurrence of a physical process P2 

(the(the occurrence of) involving an object 02 (the subject). A relation of physical cau-
sationsation holds between E\, the cause, and E2, the effect, if the following conditions are 
met: met: 

1.1. 0\ and 02 are not the same object, according to the adopted identity criterion 
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forfor objects. 
Comment:: the subjects must be truly distinguished objects. 

2.2. Pi and P? are not the same process, according to the adopted identity criterion 
forfor processes. 
Comment:: an event cannot cause itself. By this clause we adopt the view that 
causationn is an irreflexive relation. 

3.3. Pi's period precedes P2 's period. 
Comment:: the cause temporally precedes the effect. Even for processes that 
aree temporally distributed (i.e. continuous) the causing process starts before the 
causedd one. By this clause we adopt the view that causation is a temporally 
asymmetricc relation. 

4.4. Pi's energy-form is the same as /V ^ energy-form or £2 is reducible to events 
£2,11 -^ .n such that: 

(a)(a) £2,1- -£2,n ore occurrences of processes ^ I . , . ^ , » , which all have the 
samesame energy form of Pi. 

(b)(b) £2,i  ^2,n have as their subjects objects O 2,1.  02,«. which are the grains 
ofof O2, according to the adopted structural constraints. 

Inn the interaction between two objects energy is transferred or transformed. In 
thiss latter case, the transformation of energy should be reducible to a transfer of 
energyy between the cause and the events occurring to the grains of the object of 
thee effect60. 

5.5. Pi's direction is the same as Pi's direction or Pi's power is greater or equal to 
P2P2 's power or Pi's work is greater or equal to Pi's work. 
Comment:: this clause accounts for the fact that usually changes of one sign cause 
changeschanges of the same sign (i.e. an increase can usually only be caused by an in-
creasee and a decrease by a decrease). If this condition cannot be tested (which 
mightt be the case when lack of information makes it impossible to establish the 
directionss of either Pi or P2) or if it is not satisfied, one may want to use the 
principlee of the dispersion of energy in order to distinguish the cause from the 
effect. . 

^Granularityy constraints are explained among the structural constraints for object, immediately after def-
initionn 3.26 
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6.6. The category of existence of Pi's transition can not exist without the category of 
existenceexistence of Pi's transition, according to the adopted causality constraint. 
Comment:: changes in Oi 's dimensions can only affect those dimensions of O2 
thatt are ontologically dependent on the dimensions changed in Oi, according to 
thee adopted causality. 

Furthermore,, we take physical causation to be a transitive relation. 
Forr what concerns the representation of definition 3.36 in Protégé-2000, we have rep-
resentedd it as a concrete subclass of causation with slots, as in figure 3.18. Figure 3.19 
illustratess the entities that are involved in the definition of physical causation and how 
suchh entities are related to one another (by means of relevant slots). Furthermore, the 
conditionss listed in the definition should be implemented as a series of PAL constraints. 
Thee PAL language61, though, is not enough developed to support the implementation 
off  such complex constraints. An alternative way of fully implementing definition 3.36 
wouldd be by means of a dedicated algorithm, written in a functional or logical pro-
grammingg language (e.g. Lisp or Prolog). 
Thee same considerations are true for the implementation of the following definition, 
whichh comprises the set of sufficient conditions for a relation of agent causation be-
tweenn two events. 

3.6.22 Agent causation 

Wee take here agent causation to be a subclass of physical causation. There are a number 
off  conditions that must be met by the two considered events in order for agent causation 
too hold. The most prominent of such conditions are the existence of a relation of 
physicall  causation between the first and the second event and the knowledgeability of 
thee actor of the first event.. In the following we provide an illustration of the set of the 
sufficientt conditions that must be satisfied by the two events in order for them to be in 
aa relation of agent causation. The clauses of the definitions wil l be formulated by using 
thee terms defined in the ontology. In order to better clarify their intended meaning, 
additionall  comments are provided for each clause. 

Definitionn 331 (Agent causation) Agent causation is causation between an event E\, 
whichwhich is the occurrence of a physical process P\, initiated by actor Ag\ by act Ac\, to 
aa subject 0\ and event Ei, which is the occurrence of physical process Pi to subject 
Oi.Oi. A relation of agent causation holds between E\, the cause, andEi, the effect, if the 
followingfollowing conditions are met: 

61Thee acronym PAL means Protégé Axiom Language. PAL is based on a KIF-like (Knowledge Inter-
changee Format) syntax 
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Figuree 3.20: Agent causation 

1.1. E-2 is not initiated by any actor, say, Ag2 performing any act, say, Ac2-
Comment:: There is no novus actus interveniens between the cause and the effect. 

2.2. There is a relation of physical causation between E\ and £2-

3.3. £2 is the representational content of a thought with no enactment (i.e. either a 
foresight,foresight, or a wish, or a goal) that is in Agi 's mind. 
Comment:: The actor must have in mind the result of the process (directly or 
indirectlyy initiated by his action. Such awareness can range from simple belief 
(i.e.. foreseeability) to intent (goal). 

Finally,, we consider agent causation to be an intransitive relation. This property of the 
relationn descends from clause 1 of definition 3.37. 
Figuree 3.20 illustrates the entities that are involved in the definition of agent causation 
andd the roles (represented as slots) played by such entities in relation to one another. 

3.6.33 Side notions 
AA reference should be made here to three notions that are not explicitly defined in our 
ontologyy but that may be derived from it: the notions of initial and final situation and 
thee notion of the consequence of one's actions. 

Initia ll  and final situation We have extensively explained that causation is a relation 
betweenn events. Therefore the notion of situation (or state of affairs) is not rel-
evantt to the purpose of reasoning about causal relations in the context of our 
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ontology.. It is commonly heard, though, both in common sense and in legal rea-
soning,, that a given situation evolves into another situation, due to causal change. 
Ourr ontology may support this way of talking. The notion of situation introduced 
byy definition 3.33 may be specialized to the situations holding before and after 
aa causal change. Given two events that are causally related, the initial situation 
mayy be defined as the situation of the objects (i.e. the mereo-topological rela-
tionss between the objects) involved in the causing event and the final situation 
mayy be defined as the situation of the objects involved in the caused event. Fur-
thermore,, if the number of events in the causal chain is higher than two, then the 
qualificationn 'initial' and 'final' should only be applied to the objects involved 
in,, respectively, the first and the last event of the chain of causation. In other 
words,, the qualification 'final' is relative to the number of events composing the 
chainn of causation. 

Thee consequences of one's actions As it might have become clear from definitions 
3.366 and 3.37, the transitivity of physical causation makes an agent the agentive 
causee of all the physical consequences of his actions. So, for instance, the event 
wheree a pool player hits the cue ball should always be in a relation of agent cau-
sationn with any subsequent event of potting any other ball directly or indirectly 
hitt by the cue ball. Definition 3.37 (clause three), though, restrict agent causation 
onlyy to events that were representational contents of the agent's mind at the time 
off  his action. This means that the event of potting any other ball is in a relation 
off  agent causation with the action of hitting the cue ball only if the second ball's 
pottingg was intended (or wished or foreseen, depending on how restrictive one 
wantss to be). This means that all the unintended (or unwished or unforeseen) 
eventss that have a relation of physical causation with one's actions should be 
calledd the consequences of such action62. 

3.6.44 An example application 

Inn this section we provide an example of how our ontology may be used for modelling 
thee last three events of example 2.1: the trigger being pulled (by the boy who shot), the 
bullett being shot and the plaintiff being wounded. The main point of this example is 
too provide an overview of what type of modelling the ontology might support! There-
foree the example does not provide a fully specified model of the considered events of 
examplee 2.1. The full specification of the model would probably require a chapter on 
itss own and the adoption of a very large number of assumptions regarding the specific 

622 Such consequences may or not be used as grounds for the attribution of legal responsibility, depending 
onn policy or circumstantial considerations (see section 2.3). 
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coursee of events described in example 2.1. 
Wee proceed in a top down fashion: starting from the description of the events and 
proceedingg to the description of their (ever more basic) constitutive elements (e.g. pro-
cesses,, actions, objects, etc.). One may also proceed in the reverse order. Both ways 
off  proceeding have their problems (especially problems of identification and qualifica-
tion). . 
Firstt of all, the three events must be identified and minimally described as in table 3.1. 
InIn other words, per event a subject (i.e. an object) and an occurrence of a process (i.e. 

Event t 

Actor r 
Act t 

Occurrence-of f 
Subject t 

Ei : : 
Triggerr is pulled 

Agi :: Boy 
Aci :: Pulling 
Pi:: Being pulled 
Oi:: Trigger 

E2: : 
Bullett is shot 

--
--
P2:: Being shot 
02:: Bullet 

E3: : 
Plaintifff  is wounded 
--
--
P2:: Being wounded 
Ag3:: Plaintiff 

Tablee 3.1: The last three events of Example 2.1 

aa process) must be identified; possibly an actor (i.e. an agent) and an action (i.e. a 
processs involving his body) may be identified too. Furthermore, the temporal relations 
betweenn the given events should also be modelled, based on the relations between the 
periodss of the considered processes and the period of one absolute process, that is as-
sumedd as a clock (i.e. as the temporal reference system). In the present example we 
havee taken a shortcut as far as the modeling of temporal relations is concerned: we 
havee indexed events and all their constituents by the same index. Such numerical index 
mayy be used as implicit reference to the temporal relations between events (in simpler 
words:: Ei precedes E2 as 1 is smaller than 2). 
Secondly,, the involved agents must be modelled as in table 3.2. In other words, per 

Agent t 

Body y 
Mind d 

Sensitivity y 
Instinct t 

Age e 

Agi : : 
Boy y 

0ia:: Boy's body 
Thi:: Boy's intent 
alive e 
agentive e 
88 years 

Ag3: : 
Plaintiff f 

03:: Plaintiff's body 
--
alive e 
agentive e 
55 years 

Tablee 3.2: The agents involved in the last three events of Example 2.1 
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agentt a body (i.e. an object) must be identified. In the case of human agents the slot 
mindd should be filled in with the information regarding all the relevant thoughts of the 
agentt (i.e. the agent's beliefs, desires, intents, etc.). Finally, we see here three of the 
dimensionss defined in section 3.4 (i.e. sensitivity, instinct and age). This slots take 
valuesvalues that do not refer to other entities (like in the case of the slots Body or Mind) 
butt to actual values. We therefore indicate such values by small letters, rather than by 
capitall  letters (which we use for entities and for dimensions). Furthermore, we do not 
assignn any values to slots which are not relevant to the causal analysis of this case. 
Thirdly,, all the relevant actions and processes must be described as in table 3.3. Again, 

Process s 

Period d 
Work k 

Power r 
Energy-Form m 

Transition n 
Direction n 

Aci : : 
Pulling g 

Pi i 
w l a a 

POla a 
mechanical l 
location n 
--

Pi: : 
Beingg pulled 

Pi i 
W l l 

poi i 
kinetic c 
location n 
--

P2: : 
Beingg shot 

P2 2 
w2 2 

po2 2 

kinetic c 
location n 
--

P2: : 
Beingg wounded 

P3 3 
w3 3 

P03 3 

mechanical l 
sensitivity y 
--

Tablee 3.3: The processes and actions involved in the last three events of Example 2.1 

wee have not given a proper value to all dimensions: we have used dummy constants for 
indicatingg the values some of the dimensions and directions are not modeled. There-
fore,, table 3.3 should be read as follows: 

1.. Aci is a process which: occurs in period pi (period), releases wi a quantity of 
energyy (work), at a rate poia (power), in the form of mechanical energy (energy-
form)) and simultaneously changes the intentionality of a thought in the mind of 
thee actor and the location of the actor's body (transition). 

2.. Pi is a process which: occurs in period pi (period), release wi quantity of energy 
(work),, at a rate poi (power), in the form of kinetic energy (energy-form) and 
changeschanges the location of its subject (transition). 

3.. P2 is a process which: occurs in period P2 (period), release w2 quantity of energy 
(work),, at a rate po2 (power), in the form of kinetic energy (energy-form) and 
changeschanges the location of its subject (transition). 

4.. P3 is a process which: occurs in period p3 (period), release w3 quantity of energy 
(work),, at a rate po3 (power), in the form of mechanical energy (energy-form) 
andd changes the sensitivity of its subject (transition). 
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Inn the assessment of causal relations by means of definition 3.36 particular attention 
shouldd be paid to the following aspects: 

1.. the different identities of processes (clause 2); 

2.. the temporal precedence of periods (clause 3); 

3.. the equivalence between the forms of energy of the candidate cause and the can-
didatee effect (clause 4); 

4.. the equality of processes' directions and/or the inequality between processes' 
powerr or work (clause 5); 

5.. the causality constraint between the categories of existence of dimensions changes 
byy the transitions brought about by the considered processes. 

Fourthly,, all the relevant objects should be described here, as in table 3.4 In the assess-

Object t 

Location n 
Mass s 

Material l 
Volume e 

State e 
Form m 

0 i a: : 
Boy'ss body 

l i i 
concentrated d 
flesh h 
Vi a a 

solid d 
structured d 

Oi: : 
Trigger r 

h h 
concentrated d 
metal l 
V l l 

solid d 
structured d 

02: : 
Bullet t 

h h 
concentrated concentrated 
metal l 
v2 2 

solid d 
structured d 

03: : 
Plaintiff'ss body 

13 3 

concentrated d 
flesh h 

V3 3 

solid d 
structured d 

Tablee 3.4: The objects involved in the last three events of Example 2.1 

mentt of physical causation (definition 3.36, clause 1), particular attention should be 
paidd to the identification of objects by means of their location and their mereotopolog-
icall  relations (i.e. their situation, which for simplicity we do not spell out) 
Finally,, all the relevant thoughts should be described as in table 3.5. For the assess-
mentt of agent causation (definition 3.37, clause 3), particular attention should be paid 
too the representational content and the intentionality of the considered thought. 
Tablee 3.6 gives an overview of the expected results of assessing causal relations based 
onn the model of Example 2.1 presented above and the assumption that the dummy 
constantss have value that respect the constraints imposed by definitions 3.36 and 3.37. 
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Thought t 

Representationall  Content 
Intentionall  ity 

Enactment t 

Thi : : 

Boy'ss intent 

E2:: Bullet is shot 
intent t 
goal l 

Tablee 3.5: The thoughts involved in the last three events of Example 2.1 

Cause e 
Effect t 

Ei i 
E2 2 

E3 3 

Ei : : 
Triggerr is pulled 

--
agent t 
physical l 

E2: : 
Bullett is shot 

--
--
physical l 

E3: : 
Plaintifff  is wounded 

--
--
--

Tablee 3.6: Causation in Example 2.1 

3.77 Conclusion 

Thee main upshot of this chapter has been the definition of a general framework for the 
representationn of causal knowledge. The target of the framework was the representa-
tionn of the knowledge implicit in the first clause of definition 2.663, i.e. the relations of 
physicall  and agent causation as defined by Hart and Honoré. The number of notions 
thatt we have taken into consideration for representing such knowledge is very high. 
Thiss is due to the fact that causal knowledge is, on the one hand, domain independent 
and,, on the other hand, it is mostly found in rather specialists formulations. Therefore, 
anyy explicit account of causal knowledge is doomed to be either incomplete or redun-
dantt (or both). 
Givenn the nature of our symbolic ontological approach (as explained in section 2.5.2) 
wee were definitely more exposed to the perils of redundancy than to those of incom-
pleteness64.. Now, in order to proceed as far as we could in the explicit representation of 
causall  knowledge, without, though, being overwhelmed by its intrinsic redundancies, 
wee have structured our ontology in a plurality of levels, as follows: 

1.. In section 3.2 the top part of our ontology was presented, which consists, on the 
onee hand, of the notions of noesis, category and entity and, on the other hand, of 
thee notion of dimension, which relates categories. 

633 Agent A starts some physical process that leads to event e 
644 By no means do we mean that this system is complete, though. 
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2.. In section 3.3 the notion of category was introduced, and two main types of cat-
egoriess were distinguished: the categories of existence (space, matter, energy, 
change,, life, will ) and the categories of experience (quantity, quality, time). It 
wass in this context that we encountered the first relevant causal notion, briefly 
introducedd in chapter 2: the notion of causality, indicating the possibility of a 
causall  relation between two specific events in terms of an ontological depen-
dencee between categories of existence. 

3.. In Section 3.4 the notion of dimension was introduced. A dimension is a mea-
surablee or, at least concrete, aspect of (our experience of) an entity and it con-
ceptuallyy combines two categories. 

4.. In Section 3.5 the ontological aspects of noesis were introduced. There exist 
threee main types of entities: physical entity (subdivided in object, organism and 
process),, mental entity (subdivided in thought and mental process) and occur-
rencess (subdivided in situation, event and causation, which was treated in section 
3.6). . 

5.. In Section 3.6 a definition was provided of the most salient cases of causation: 
physicall  and agent causation. Furthermore, an example was presented of the 
expectedd result of using the proposed ontology. 

Inn chapter 4, after reproposing the main line of argument of chapters 1,2,3, we provide 
ann evaluation of our ontology according to its correctness, transparency, parsimony and 
validity. . 
Wee conclude this chapter with a general comparison between our ontology and three 
off  the main upper ontologies introduced in section 3.1.2. Each of the upper ontologies 
describedd there has similarities and differences with our own approach. In the follow-
ingg we present both the similarities and the differences with Sowa's work, SUO and 
DOLCE.. As far as CYC is concerned, given the complexity of the structure generated 
byy its bottom-up approach, a thorough comparison would first require a thorough align-
ment.. This alignment is an interesting but too complex research task, given the scope 
off  the present treatment. Anyway, most of the general observations that are made about 
SUOO can be applied to CYC's approach too. 

Sowa'ss work There are the following similarities and differences between Sowa's and 
ourr approach: 

1.. Similarities: The main similarity between Sowa's and our approach is the 
combinatoriall  view on the generation of the nodes of the ontology. In our 
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generall  scheme, noesis in subdivided in categories, which by combination 
givee rise to different dimensions, which, again, are combined in the descrip-
tionn of different entities. Similarly, Sowa proceeds by combining general 
typess of signs and, thereby, defining more specific ones. Another similarity 
betweenn our and Sowa's ontology is that neither of the two has the notion 
off  entity as its top node. 

2.. Differences: The semiotic bias of Sowa's approach makes most of the no-
tionss present in his top level rather irrelevant to causal reasoning and there-
fore,, orthogonal to most notions present in our ontology. 

SUOO There are the following similarities and differences between SUO's and our ap-
proach: : 

1.. Similarities: The main similarity between our approach and SUO is the fo-
cuss on the description of physical entities (e.g. object, process) and their 
definitionn in terms of physical attributes (represented as slots in Protégé-
2000).. This convergence is due to, on the one hand, our focus on causal 
reasoningg in terms of a singularistic and functionalists view of causal re-
lationss and, on the other hand, on SUO's focus on scientific and technical 
knowledge. . 

2.. Differences: The main point of difference is the arbitrariness of the at-
tributess used in SUO to describe the entities. A lot of the attributes used, 
forr instance, in the description of an object have no conceptual ground-
ingg whatsoever within SUMO itself. SUMO's class object, for instance, 
iss described by a plethora of slots, as follows: partiallyFills, smaller, ex-
ploits,, disjoint part, uses, properPartcopy, attribute, connected, fills, part-
lyLocated,, larger, between, member, properlyFills, measure, orientation, 
position.. The indicated slots do not speak for themselves, in the sense that 
theirr relevance to the notion of object cannot be understood without read-
ingg the descriptions attached to them. This, though, is a common problem 
too all upper ontologies and it should, therefore, not be held against SUMO 
solely.. What is surprising, though, is that the indicated slots appear, so to 
speak,, out of the blue. In SUMO there is no effort whatsoever too found the 
attributess of the entity (the slots) in the ontology itself. The term space, 
forr instance, does not appear in SUMO (not even as a background notion) 
evenn though spatial attributes such as orientation or position are part of the 
descriptionn of SUMO's class object. 
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DOLCEE There are the following main similarities and differences between DOLCE's 
andd our approach: 

1.. Similarities: The main similarity between our and DOLCE's approach is 
thee cognitive (or phenomenological, as we call it) approach to ontology. 
Thee common "hidden variable" that explains the theoretical convergence 
off  the two approaches is the paper [Guarino and Welty, 2000], where the 
firstt definition of a cognitive approach to upper ontology is delineated. In 
particular,, DOLCE's reference to Searle's notion of "deep background" and 
too the habits shared by humans (because of their peculiar biological make-
upp and their evolved ability to interact with their ecological niches) is in 
fulll  accordance with our approach too. 
Furthermore,, this accordance in evident also in the structure of the two 
ontologies,, where, for instance, DOLCE partitions its top node (Entity) in 
Abstract,, Endurant and Perdurant and we subdivide the node entity (which 
iss not our top node, though) into physical entity (Endurant), occurrence 
(Perdurant)) and mental entity (Abstract). 

2.. Differences: There are three main differences between our and DOLCE's 
approach. . 

(a)) Firstly, in our ontology the cognitive approach is explicitly inserted in 
thee ontology by making noesis, instead of Entity, our top node. 

(b)) Secondly, our ontology is not an ontology of particulars but of univer-
sal.. In other words, all the nodes of our ontology may be instantiated 
-- except for abstract classes, which are still universals, though. 

(c)) Thirdly and finally, our focus on common sense causal reasoning has 
shapedd the branch of our ontology stemming from the node entity. In 
otherr words, we tried to employ the intuitive terms used in common 
sensee causal reasoning (e.g. object, process, event, etc.) and avoid 
termss such endurant or perdurant. 


